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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, July 31, 1947

aterfield Motorcade To Visit Sub-Station Has
W n c e f o n Today At 2 O'clock
S K

lifst District
<» Asks Votes
IHome People

1!

25
35d

[•$1J

Waterfield,

nick-

el county candidate for Govwill spend most of the last
of'the campaign in the
Congressional District. He
L miious to meet voters personand invites friends to join
eBOtorcade. The First district
9 give him a 40,000 majority if
[voters go to the polls, Ben
his State
campaign
said.
| Wednesday morning, July 29,
Waterfield will f l y to Padu-

2.21

|st District T e a c h e r s

4J

Waterfield
||ayfield — The board of dipan of the First District Edu(tional. Association met here
day and endorsed Harry
Waterfield for the Demotic nomination for Governor.

3.8
5.2J

| The board represents

13.5
13.5
14.0
15.0
15.1
18J

i to

i from Covington, to join the
lorcade of his friends, neightand supporters. The motorlie will accompany him three
land will cover each of the
unties of the First district. The
Mule is as follows:
[Wednesday, leave Paducah -at
I «.m.; Kevil, LaCenter, Bar», Wickliffe, Bardwell, Afling, Milburn, Farcy Farm (Radi broadcast), Benton, address at
Ipn.

[Thursday. Smithland to Salem,
prion, Fredonia, Kuttawa, EdPrinceton at 2:30 p.m.,

Jopkinsville, Cadiz, address at
j p.m.

Hardin,

[Friday, leave Cadiz,
Kyi

Mayfield,

pray, Farmingtorl,

Valley,

Water
Pttaian,

Fulton,

address

Clinton,

at

IP m
IWaterfield supporters are urgto join the motorcade with
|lomobile, jalopy, jeep, airor any other conveyance.
|The First district has never
pd a Governor.
lilgore Urges

Support

Harry W a t e r f i e l d
|Ben Kilgore, widely k n o w n
pi leader and State campaign
nan for Harry Lee Watered in the Democratic gubernafial contest, addressed a crowd
mated at about 200 persons in
circuit courtroom here last
today night. He urged his
®erj to upport the First dis; man "because his program
| ^ar cut and meets some of
"tacky's most urgent needs",
dwelt at length upon the
electric power issue, the
trease in pay promised teachJ. rural roads and the communI' health plan proposed by Mr.
'terfield, as most vital to this
unity and to the State.
introduced by Gordon

was

anby.

County Schools
'ill Open Aug. 4
tochers A s s i g n e d
V

By

Clifton Clift;

" t h e r s Start S e p t .

1

Caldwell
county
f, 15 /ill open Monday, Aug.
«Tmonth t e r m s ' st w a s a n "
Tuesday by Supt. Clif*ho«U

and

teachers

are

Myrtle B. Brandon;

n Mrs

" .

Mrs. Edna Roberts;
Eva L. Creasey; Libwoodrow Blackburn; BethvMrs Cecile Sigler; Sugar
Mrs. Margaret Smith;
Mrs. Emma H. CartNabb, Pearl I. Hartigan;

,„

mu u M r s '

Ilena

Mrs. Jaunita

w

-

B.

Guess;

Morse;

Mrs Mina K. Thoma-

• 'armersville,
n«ney:

L
C
flle

a

I'0

Kenneday,

J.

W.

Mrs.

iiVert; S i l v e r st ar. Mrs.
p ° o1 : Creswell, Robert
and P i n e y Grove, Mrs.

Boitnott.

finder
•

Mrs.

of
the county
open September 1,
f o r county teach-

h e l d F r i d a y morning
oflock at the courthouse.
Mid.

(By John F. Graham)
I will not have the privilege of
contributing

regularly

to

The

Lightning Fires
Two Barns, Home

HARRY LEE WATERFIELD

12,0b0

libers.

Veteran Trainees Comprise 60 Percent Of
Crowd; Facilities And
Staff Swamped •

Graham Praises County People
For Working So Well Together;
Urges Votes For Hospital Bonds

The largest previous attend- Leader mfthy more weeks, as I
ance at the annual summer field am to assume new duties as
days was more than doubled agricultural representative of the
at the Princeton Experiment SubKentucky Bankers Association.
Station last Thursday and FriLeaving you as county agent
day when an estimated total of
4,500 visiting farmers attended was the most difficult decision
the two-day session.
1 have ever had to make. You
Never before had the station hive been the finest cooperative
played host to more than 1,800 group of people one could ever
farmer-visitor^,
Lowery
Cald- expect to be associated with, and
well,
assistant
superintendent,
1 am confident you will be just
said, except when the Princeton
as
cooperative with my succesadjunct
to the
University of
Kentucky's
Extension
Service sor.
was dedicated, in 1925,
when , Those of you whom I have
school children comprised a large been associated with over a perpart of the crowd estimated at iod of years know I place great
5,000 persons.
emphasis on unity of effort, , and
Of the record total here last you have over and over again
Thursday and Friday, more than demonstrated your willingness
60 percent were G.I. farm train- and desire to work for a comees, veterans availing themselves mon goal of community Imof the federal government's pro- provement. The most recent ilgram in agriculture. Thursday's lustration oX your sincere desire
attendance was estimated at 1,500, half of whom were veterans,
and Friday saw an estimated
3,000 visitors on the farm, 75
percent of whom were GIs.

1)5 Caldwell Cars
Join Swing Through
ISix Counties Today
As Primary Nears
IHarry Lee

Sq.l

ASKS HOME FOLKS'VOTES

Number 5

The Sun Shines Bright
On The First District
( E D I T O R I A L )
twiiittiiimiiitiMiiiiiiuiiiNiiiimimuiiiniiiiiiHiiin^^^

•iimiiuiiinitiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiitiiii

August 19, one hundred and fifty-five years ago,
Kentucky became a state . . . and that year, the Blue
Grass region furnished the first Governor, Isaac Shelby.
The Blue Grass region, aristocratic and effete center of
culture and agriculture, has been fore-ordaining who
would be Kentucky's Governor ever since.
For all these years, the' First district has been
depied the honor of having one of its native sons in the
Mansion at Frankfort. Only One other time, when Alben W . Barkley ran against J. Campbell Cantrill, in
1923, did this district have a chance to win the governorship . . . and then Mr. Cantrill, a native of Scott
county, in the Blue Grass region, won the nomination
but died before he could be elected.
And again this time, the Blue Grass political leaders are united, as never before, with'the backing of the
powerful Kentucky Utilities Company, seeking to prevent the First district from obtaining a Governor.
But this time the First district people have their
greatest opportunity to put one of their own in the Governor's chair, as Harry Lee Waterfield, courageous and
proven champion of all the people of Kentucky, wages
what appears to be a winning fight for this high honor.
The trend to Waterfield is said by observers in
every section of the State to be pronounced, as we enter
the final stage of this campaign. The people of the
Mountains are for him. The people of northern Kentucky like him. He will carry several counties in the
Blue Grass district, according to well informed Democrats. He appears likely to be given majorities in five
of the State's nine districts, with two others rated very
close. He is certain to lose only the Sixth (the Blue
Grass district) and the Second, home of his opponent.
A great many persons living in the Blue Grass
seem to believe the sun rises in Bourbon county and
sets in Shelby. These good folk are also under the delusion that Western Kentucky (west of Louisville) is
still wilderness, the Dark and Bloody Ground . . . and
they would sell you their interest in Louisville for a
quarter.
Only when it comes time for the First district to deliver a big majority for Democratic candidates do the
folk of the Pennyrile and the Purchase assume importance in Central Kentucky minds . . . and then temporarily.
There are N O MUD ROADS in the Blue-Grass.
Schools are better and they have plenty of colleges in the
Blue Grass. Land is highly priced and many rich persons
live in those central Kentucky counties . . . the brewers
and the big rich of the North, East and West, who have
bought up the acres made famous by the Clays, the
Breckinridges, the Morgans and the Bradleys.
These people are NOT ENTITLED to pick our Governor for us E V E R Y TIME, and they cannot and will
not do the picking this time, IF DEMOCRATS W H O
L I V E IN T H E FIRST DISTRICT W I L L GO TO THE
POLLS A N D VOTE FOR H A R R Y L E E W A T E R F I E L D !
W e must rally our voting strength August second
for Waterfield, to prove to the rest of Kentucky we are
loyal to our own. If we fail, it will be taken as conclusive evidence we do not care about the governorship
and we may never again have the opportunity of
electing a First district man to be Governor.
Waterfield promises less politics and more service.
He pledges to kill the 1948 Moss Bill and thus protect
the right of the people to cheap and abundant electric
power. He pledges $10,000,000 a year for rural roads
and to lift the pay of our teachers to at least the national average.
.
Waterfield's record proves he keeps his word.
Let us keep the faith with him and show all Kentucky we are proud of our own.

to work as a county unit for
community improvements, was in
the drive for funds for a community hospital. I know you
will go to the polls in November
and assure the completion of this
project by voting the bond issue
nfcw before you.
I have seen improvements on
farms during the last 23 years
that are difficult to' visualize.
This could not have happened
if the people who were doing
the improving had not had a
burning desire to better their
living conditions.
It would be impossible for me
l o pay tribute
to all of those
who have contributed so much
in providing the leadership for
rural development in the county; however, I would like to pay
tribute to some of the early
leaders who have gone to their
reward. Even tho they are no
longer with us, their contribution, to rural development, their
personalities and influence pav-
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New Electric Clock Is
Donated To Courthouse;
To Be In Service Soon

Facilities of the Sub-Station
and its staff were over-taxed by
Fredonia Section Hardest / A new two-faced electric
the big influx as some 15 groups
clock will soon be giving
Hit By Storm Early
were taken simultaneously over
service in the north and
the various plots, to gain visual
Monday
south cornices of the courtknowledge of what is being done
house here . . . the gift of
A wind storm, accompanied by
to improve crop yields" and to
a woman resident who delightning,
hail
and
heavy
rain,
prove best practices on western
sires to remain anonymous,
visited Princeton and Caldwell
Kentucky farms.
County Judge Clyde Wood
"It is likely the winter field county at an early hour Monsaid this week.
day, which has been held in- day morning, leaving heavy damThe time-keeping
device
doors because of weather condi- age in its wake.
will be electric and the intions, will have to be abanHardest hit, according to restallation will cost $1,500,
doned", Mr. Caldwell said, "beports to The Leader, was the
Judge Wood said. When the
cause our building for this purclock arrived, it was found
pose is far too small to handle Fredonia section where trees
were uprooted and several buildto be too large for the retne big crowds now coming".
ings were fired by lightning.
ceptables prepared for it
"The veterans
training proThe home of Len Conger,
and workmen have been
gram is what has swamped us
was burned
to the
busy the last several days
and will continue to send many Mexico,
cutting the holes larger.
hundreds of GIs to the field days '{j^und and a barn belonging to
in the next several years", he Edward Boone was unroofed.
It is expected the new
This barn was filled wMh hay.
concluded.
clock will be in operation
Supt. S. J. Lowry
and his Numerous light and telephone
within the next week, Judge
aides explained to the visiting wires were blown down.
Wood said.
farmers how common methods
George Pettit lost a small barn
V
of improving the soil have made containing 900 bales of hay, fire
productive land of a farm that was started by a lightning flash
had practically been abandoned about 1 o'clock Monday morn25 years ago.
ing. Insurance agent3 said they
Experiments with Burley and received a number of reports of
Dark tobacco, alfalfa, lespedeza, wind damage to roofs.
hybrid corn, red clover, eight
Railfall, badly needed in most
Schulherr To Preach,
kinds of grasses, the dairy cows, sections pf the county, was reMen's Chorus To
orchard
and fat steers
were ported as 1.54 inches by A. M.
shown to the visitors and reLead Singing
Harvill, keeper o f . the official
sults from applications of sevU. S. weather guage. The SubBeginning the second month of
eral kinds of fertilizer were exExperiment Station near Prince- Summer Union Sunday evening
plained.
ton said 1.65 inches of rain fell services, the cooperating churchthere. The county
also
had
es will meet at Ogden Memorial
showers Monday afternoon, benMethodist Church Sunday night
efiting crops.
at 7:30 o'clock with the Rev.

Methodists Hosts
For Union Service

Jaycees Win Title
In Kiwanis League

Tobacco Prices Higher
Defeat Ki-Ro Team 9 To On Georgia Markets
( B Y ASSOCIATED P R E S S )
3 In Championship G a m e
Valdosta — Sales were heavy
Tuesday Night
in volume and prices higher the

Banging out two home runs
and two triples and generally
having the best of the softball
argument
in Butler
Stadium
Tuesday night, the Jaycees' team
captured the championship of the
1947 Kiwanis League from the
Kiwanis-Rotary squad, 9 to 3.
In a second featured game, the
local All-Stars defeated a Padu
cah team sponsored by the Army
Recruiting Service, 17 to 3.
The championship game ^ a s
close in the early innings, the
eventual winners leading 2 to 1
until the heavy hitting barage
began. The 4-ply blows were hit
by Don Morgan and Dewey Hea
ton. Hobby also hit a homer in
the All-Star game.

<

David Schulherr preaching.
The service will feature "oldfashioned hymn singing" by the
choir and the Methodist Men's
Chorus, under the direction of
Harry Long.
Record attendance of previous
years wa3 broken during the four
Sundays in July with full houses
each Sunday night. Interest indicates all services during August
will be well attended.

opening day of the current week
in the Georgia-Florida flue-cured
tobacco markets.
The quality of offerings continued very good and showed a
slight improvement over Friday.
The U. S. Department of AgriThe schedule for August fol
culture reported
best demand
lows: Sunday, August 10, First
centered on leaf grades which
were from $2 to $5 higher than Christian Church, J. P. Bright,
preacher; Sunday, August 17,
the closing day of last week.
Cumberland Presby. Church, J.
Lester McGee, preacher; Sunday,
August 24, Central
Presby.
All Sugar Rationing
Church, Tom W. Collins, preachComes To End Monday
er; Sunday, August 31, Union
Washington — (JP) — All suCommunion Service.
gar rationing came to an end
Monday because the government
does not have the money to fi- Two From Caldwell
rance it further.
To Receive Degrees
The action, announced by the
Miss Ella Frances Meadows,
Agriculture Department, affectCobb, and Ellis Hubert Jaco,
ed only industrial and instituFredonia, are among the 72 can
tional users such as food procesdidates who have applied for
sors, bakers, candy makers, bitdegrees at the end of the sumtiers,
hospitals,
and
hotels. mer term, August 16, at Murray
Household rationing ended about State College, it is announced
two months ago.
this week.

Last Thursday night the Cadiz
team beat the W O W entry 17 to
8, and the Jaycees fell before
Eddyville, 17 to 14. Friday night,
Purdy's won from Fredonia, 5
to 4, and the Ki-Ro boys handed
Lewistown a 15 to 1 defeat.
Monday night's preliminaries
to the championship playoff saw
the Jaycees winning from Cadiz, ;
—
v
9 to 4, and the Ki-Ro boys beatLittle Pick Is Quick
Brown Goes To Semis
ing Put-dy's, 23 to 4.
Play in the Kiwanis League
With Tractor Lessons
In J V A Tournament
ended
with
Tuesday
night's J
Howard Pickering, ScottsFive Princeton golfers particichampionship game and plans to
burg community,
will be
pated in the annual T V A tourcontinue softball here, on another
careful from now on what
nament, played at Clarksvllle,
playing field, have not yet been
he teaches his 3-year-old son,
Tenn., last week, Merl Brown
fully developed, it was learned
"Little Pick". The other day
going to the semi-finals, and losWednesday.
the boy got a lesson in
ing to Charles Lamb, who emergtractor driving. Shortly afed champion. K. V. Bryant won
On Buying Trip
terward "Big Pick" haard
the consolation in the seventh
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Purdy
his tractor take off and on
flight.
Others
were
Willard
are in Louisville and St. Louis
hurried
investigation,
saw
Moore, C. H. Jaggers and John
this week buying fall and winthe machine, with "Little
Hackett. An invitation was exter merchandise fpr their store.
Pick" driving, heading totended on behalf of the PrinceThey will return home Friday.
ward hia auto. No damage
ton Country Club to hold the
was done but the boy will
1948 T V A tournament here but
Miss Rosa Nell Wood, Marion,
be watched more closely.
the event was voted to the
spent last weekend here with
Springfield, Tenn., club.
relatives.

ed the way for greater things.
Some of
those whom you remember so well as leaders in agricultural development of the
county are: J. M. Dean, J. D.
Wallace, Dixie Satterfield, D. W.
Satterfield, Duke Pettit, F. E.
Shattuck, Roy Newsom, W. F.
Johnson, R M. Pool, Will Garrett,
W. R. Dunn, T. A. Bugg, John
Akridge, Jim Mitchell, F. U. Lacey, Bob Kevil, Chas. Ratliff.
There are many others who took
the leadership early, many of
whom are now living and still
able to enjoy observing the fruits
of their efforts.
Their examples serve as a
challenge to the rest of us to
serve a useful life.
In leaving you as county agent,
I h^ye the satisfaction of knowing that I shall still be closely
associated with the agricultural
agencies with which I
have
work so long, and that my services will be devoted to further
promoting rural improvement.

Young Farmer Is
Killed Instantly

Iman Oldham Crushed
By Bulldozer Falling
From Truck

Iman Oldham, 25, was instantly killed on the farm of. his
brother, W. P. Oldham, on the
Cadiz Road about 6:30 o'clock
Monday morning when a bulldozer he was loading on a truck
fell on him. He was a veteran
of World War II.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock
at the residence of his parents
with the Rev. J. T. Cunningham
officiating.
Survivors are hi% widow, two
small daughters, Vernica Sue
and Mabel; his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. C. Olcfham; three brothers, W. P. and Powell, Caldwell
county and Floyd, Paducah; a
sister,
Mrs.
Gayle
Kilgore,
Princeton.
—Pallbearers were W. P., Powell
and
Floyd «01dhajn,
Garland
Murphy, Edward Murphy and
Gayle Kilgore.
Burial was ip Cedar
Hill
Cemetery.

Home Economics Show
Scheduled Here For
Caldwell 4-H Clubs
An exhibit of 4-H Club Home
Economics projects will be held
in Princeton, August 27-September 3. Rings are open to all having clothing, canning, foods and
room improvement p r o je rt s.
Winners will be eligible to show
at tl^e Kentucky State Fair,
September 8-13.
All exhibits must be from
work completed since September,
1946,
Miss
Wilma
Vandiver.
home agent, said.
Prizes will be furnished by
member firms of the Princeton
Chain . Store group, of which
Merle Drain is chairman.

Local Pastor, Wife In
Nebraska This Week
Rev. and Mrs. J. Lester McGee left Princeton Sunday afternoon, July 27, to attend the
National Methodist Rural Life
Conference at the University of
Nebraska, Lincoln. Mr. MrGee is
one of five clerical delegates representing the Louisville Conference through Friday, August 1.
The McGee's are expected to
return in time for Union Services
at the Methodist Church, Sunday
night.

Drivers' License Sale
Still Lagging Here
Purchase of drivers' renewals
by Caldwell motorists was lagging Tuesday, when Mrs. Leona
Trader, clerk, reported that only
1600 had been sold. A total of
3,900 licenses was received here
and deadline for old permits
will end today.

Princeton Defeats
Kuttawa Team 20-5
Princeton slugged its way to
a 20-5 victory over a Kuttawa
team that put all its punch into
one inning here Sunday.
Score by innings:
R H E
Kuttawa
000 005 000— 5 11 5
Princeton
022 432 70x—20 18 2
Beck, Bruce and White; Pickens and J. Patterson, B. Pierce.

Officers Named
To Man Precincts
For Primary Herp
Few Changes In Personnel Of Judges,
Sheriffs And Clerks
To Act Aug. 2

With very few changes, election officers who will conduct
the Democratic and Republican
primaries
in Caldwell county
Saturday, Aug. 2, are the same
as those who served for the last
election, the official list obtained
from the sheriff's office shows.
Locations of the 12 Princeton
voting places are as follows: Precinct No. 1,
Taylor
Lumber
Yard; Precinct No. 2, Basement
Elks Building; Precinct No. 3,
Police Station; Precinct No. 4,
Back of Ratliff's Hardware store;
Precinct No. 5, East Side School;
Precinct No. 6, Residence R. L.
Boitnott, 105 Locust St.; Precinct No. 7, Butler High School;
Precinct No. 8,
Kellie
Morse
(Store); Precinct No. 10, Garage
back of Princeton
Creamery;
Precinct No. 12, Young's Lumber
Yard.
County voting places are the
same as before,
the
county
clerk's office advised.
The
officers and
precincts
where they will serve are:
Princeton No. 1: Mrs. Lucie
Satterfield, D., clerk; L. P. Hopper, R., judge; W. T. Teear, D.,
judge; Henry Butler, R., sheriff.
Princeton No. 2: Mrs. William
Coleman, R., clerk; E. R. Brown,
D., judge; Fred Stevenson, R.,
judge; Marshall Rogers, D., sheriff.
Princeton No. 3: Mrs. Frances
Clayton, D., clerk; John Eison,
R., judge; S. J. Cantrell, D.,
judge; Guy Smith, R., sheriff.
Princeton No. 4: W. P. Oldham, R., clerk; L. C. Lisman, R.,
judge; Mrs. Herbert Clift, R.,
judge; I. Z. Lewis, D., sheriff.
Princeton No, 5: Rogers Pickering, D., clerk; Mrs. Klon Pickering, R v judge: Grover Baker,
D., judge; Bob McGregor, R.,
sheriff.
Princeton No. 6: Mrs. Lewis
Jenkins, R., clerk; Mrs. Pearl
Boitnott, D., judge; Charlie Parker, R., judge; Proctor Wood, D.,
sheriff.
Princeton
7: Mrs. Thomas
Lacey, D., clerk; Mrs. Robert
Coleman, R., judge; Mrs. Cleve" (Please turn to page six)
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36 Teachers End
Workshop Course

College Credit Earned
By Instructors Of
Elemental Schools

A "Workshop" course for elementary teachers of Caldwell
and adjoining counties held at
Butler High School closed last
Friday, after a two weeks' session, with 36 teachers completing the work, entitling them to
thr£e-quarter hours college credit, it was reported Tuesday by
Supt. Clifton Clift.
Taught by Miss Lottie Suiter,
critic teacher at Murray College,
the group was instructed with
phases of art, literature and poster work. Miss Suiter was assisted
by Dr. Ralph Woods,
M. O.
Wrather and Dr. Ed Carter, of
Murray State College; Clifford
Seeber and Carlos Johnson, of
T V A ; Mary Crenshaw,
State
Health Department, Louisville;
Caldwell County health officials,
L. C. Taylor, J. F. Graham and
Miss Wilma Vandiver.
The group visited the Sub-Experiment Station and Dulaney
School and a tea and picnic were
given for them during the two
weeks' period.
Twenty-nine of the teachers
enrolled were from this county.

Councilman Morgan's
Condition Is Critical
The condition of Councilman
J. H. Morgan, who has been a
patient at Jennie Stuart Hospital, the last nine weeks following a foot amputation, is
very critical, it was reported
Tuesday. v

Rotary Picnic Scheduled
For Tuesday, August 12
The annual Rotary Picnic will
be held Tuesday, Aug. 12, with
Byron Williams as chairman of
the committee On arrangements,
it was decided at Tuesday night's
meeting of the club. The local
club ranked third in the district
in attendance for June. Oliver
Alcock
and Joe Weeks were
present as new members. Glen
Purdy. M. C. Wise and Dr. J. E.
Haynes, of the Dawson Springs
Rotary club, were visitors.
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Best Wishes, Johnny Graham
Caldwell county suffers great loss In
the resignation of Johnny Graham as
county agent for he is, in our opinion,
one of the best such workers in the land
and will be extremely difficult to replace
Princeton and the whole community
•will feel this ioss keenly fou, altho he
and his family remain as citizens here
and we will see him, we hope, often in
the days to come,
we have few such
staunch and able performers in all manner of civic fields and his contribution to

He pledges himself to "work for the
establishment of a full-time health department in every county in Kentucky."
He declares that State aid is necessary
for "one strong medical school," and further proposes State co-operation in the
training of nurses. He promises help to
the Federal program of mental hygiene
in Kentucky, and to better facilities for
training Negroes in medicine. "Improved
State administration and financial support" is his pledge on the care of mental
and tubercular patients.
The basic point of his program, however, is provision of more hospital beds
in communities all over the State. This
is fundamental to a sound health program. Federal aid has been offered to the
States under the Hill-Burton Bill for construction of hospitals, and Kentucky's
needs are particularly acute. A Health
Department survey shows that we presently have 86 acceptable hospitals with

m

the economic, fraternal and religloua welfare of our people has been very large.
No finer citizen can be found anywhere
than Johnny Graham and his friends and
admirers are legion. The best wishes of
all who know him well go with him to his
new work, where we are assured he will
win fresh honors for conspicuous achievement and, we hope, far greater remuneration than could have been his in the field
he has favored and helped so greatly for
more than a generation.

There is the rub. The very local communities which most need hospital facilities would be hardest pressed to put up
two thirds of the cost to match the Federal one third. Mr. Waterfield has offered
the most practical solution of this problem. He pledges the State to pay a third
of hospital construction to match the Federal third, so that local communities can
have needed hospitals for one third the
total cost. This brings the program within the range of Kentucky communities
that need it most. It is a practical plan
to save Kentucky lives.
(Courier-Journal)

funds for reclamation projects of the Interior Department, for which every other
Democratic
legislator from
Kentucky
voted, Mr. Clements had a "general pair."
A "general pair" means that he paired
with a colleague, neither voting, but he
did not announce whether he was for or
against the bill.

one. •
The figures quoted here are from the
Congressional Quarterly News Features.
If this is the record that dwarfs Mr.
Clements' record in the General Assembly, that record must make very sorry
reading, and we can readily understand
why the Lexington Herald does not wrfnt
the General Assembly records of the two
candidates made the standard of comparison.
W e would like to have a Governor who
thinks enough of the people who elected
him to serve them more than just twentyfive percent of the time.
From the record, that would be Waterfield, wouldn't it?
(Somerset Journal)

had a hot noon-day meal with sweet milk
for a dime or less every school day last
year under the National

School Lunch

Act.
The law was passed in 1946 to assist
the states through grants-in-aid and other
means in providing an adequate supply
of foods and other facilities for the operation of nonprofit school lunch programs.
Last year Congress appropriated $75,000,000 for this purpose and voted an
additional $6,000,000
deficiency appropriation later when the states ran short
of funds.
The Department of Agriculture, which
administers the program, asked $75,000,000 again for 1948. The House agreed
on $45,000,000.
Advocates of the school lunch program
declare its benefits are two-fold: Children
getting better meals today grow up to be
healthier citizens tomorrow.
They develop good food habits which carry them
through later years. The program also
provides outlets for food production,
which has increased one-third since prewar years. •
The Department of Agriculture points
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PRICES of PRODUCTS
Built by International H a r v e s t e r Company

Pennyrile Postscripts ByG.M.p.
Mary has the cutest calf,
But you would never know it;
You see, she's wearing slacks
all day,

*

*

A motto which has been a
help to me above my desk the
last several years reads like
this: There is no limit to the
GOOD a man can do if he
doesn't care who gets the credit.
This appeared in last week's issue of Rotarian, bulletin of the
Princeton Rotary Club.
*

*

•

The Kiwanis Club suffered
loss last week when Joe Little
and Hyla Mohon were dropped,
of necessity, a3 members. Three
or four others are about to be
lost because of non-attendance
. . . but new blood promises to
take up the slack.
*

+

*

Joe Little has been a good Kiwasian, was a member o O t h e
board of directors this year. He
was an ardent Boy Scout leader,
the diligent secretary of the
Country Club, and a fine 'citizen, entirely aside from his efficient and very helpful work a3
a soil conservationist. His engaging personality endeared him
to many here, who are sorry to
see him leave Princeton for a
larger field, at Bowling Green.
•
*
•
The New York Times reports
that, while 48 States have been
raising the pay of school teachers, the largest increase has been
given by Indiana. Do the Clements backers believe Indiana is
now a state for Industry and
Business to avoid?
*

*

*

A Nicholas county farmer,
Furry Bowles, produced tomatoes and potatoes on the same
plant now 2 years consecutively
and has the evidence of his latest twin crop on display at his
home newspaper office, says the
Carlisle Mercury.
•

•

•

The above makes me feel lik6
the colored lad, Vitus Marsden,
in Hugh Wiley's tales of W W
No. 1. Asked his name by a
white man who was noUfying
draftees their numbers were up,
the young Negro was told " W e l l ,
you are No. 1,265,492". Whereupon Vitus replied: "Boss I sure
is considerable, ain't I " . When
a guy takes to trying to work
on community development in
that many places, he sure has

considerable job!
•

*

*

The Kentucky Press has come
far in a comparatively brief
time, in its newspaper publishers recognizing advantages of
working together for their own
improvement. Today every newspaper published in the State
is a member of the Kentucky
Press Association. Only Utah
can make the same boast. Membership in the press association
guarantees
higher
standards,
better ethics, superior service
. . . hence better communities.
In this important respect Kentucky is FIRST in the Nation.
Considerable credit for this is
due Victor R. Portman, secretary-manager of the KPA.

•

*

•

Princeton baseball fans are
discovering the joys of greatly
improved radio reception of
broadcasts of games . . . coming
in over an FM set at the Princeton Lumber Company's office.
Attendance at these nightly sessions is grpwing . . . and the
Elks are considering the purchase of an FM receiver, Julian
says.
*

•

•

The Jaycee Whip, lively weekly bulletin of the Princeton Junior Chamber of Commerce, is
going to be edited by Bill Adams, a member of The Leader
staff, indefinitely . . . and Bill
is going to change from a mimeographed job to a printed newssheet. Bill will thus make a
considerable contribution in time
and work, in this good cause.

Here at Harvester we are concerned over the fact that a
Itrowinft number of our products are appearing on the resale market at greatly inflated
prices,
As manufacturers, we try to
produce at the lowest possible
coat. We cannot set the prices
at which our products—tractors, motor trucks, farm implements, refrigeration, and industrial power equipment—are
sold. We can and do suggest
list prices which the great majority of our dealers adopt aa
their retail prices.

S20.000.000 Price Reduction
Our basic price policy was
publicly stated in March, 1947,
when we announced price reductions at the rate of approximately $20,000,000 per year
on our products. At that time,
Fowler McCormick, Chairman
of the Board, said: "ANY PRICE
IS TOO HIR-W IT XT CAN BE KBDUCED."

Practically all of our dealers
cooperated with this policy and
passed on the savings to their
customers.
The objective of the price
reductions was to make it possible for customers to buy our
products, which they need so
badly, at lower prices. Naturally, this purpose is defeated
when our products are sold by
anybody at inflated prices.

IH Production at
All-Time Peak
Inflated prices are caused by

the difference between supply
and demand. To Increase supply, we now have the greatest
number of employes in history
on our payrolls—almost 90,000
In the United States, as against
about 60,000 prewar. Large
new plants are getting Into production In Louisville, Evansville, and Melrose Park. A
fourth will soon be In operation in Memphis. The men and
women now employed are
turning out the greatest quantities of IH products of all
kinds that we have ever made.
These are also the flnesfproducts we have ever made, and
recognition of that fact is an
important contributing factor
to the demand for them.

Distribution to Dealers
But even record-breaking production is not sufficient to give
your dealer—and other IH
dealers—enough products to
meet today's demand. We have
tried to make the fairest possible geographical allocation of
our products so that every
dealer would get a fair share,
and we know that dealers, in
most cases, have tried earnestly
to make the fairest possible
distribution to their customers.
But we also know that many
of our products—far too many
—are being resold at inflated
prices. The public criticism and
resentment of these resales are
of real concern to us, as we
know they must be to our dealers, because such reactions en-

danger the good will of w
the dealer and the Company j.
any community.
Distribution to Customtr,
Experience shows that tna»
IH new products are beinj »
sold by users who decide
can continue to make out with
their old equipment after they
have had an inflated offer ht
their new equipment. To elimj.
nate this, many dealers
taking measures to be sure that
equipment purchased u fM
their customers' own use aa|
is not to be resold.
Nearly all IH dealers, we believe, are now using the U^
of PRESENT NEED as their pci-

mary guide for the sale of
scarce products. The custon»
whose need is real and urgent
is not likely to resell.
What Price Should
You PayT
While! H may take a little m m
time to get delivery, we urfe
our customers to consider ill
of the f a c t o r s mentioned here,

before paying more than the
list price for any IH product
Any I H dealer or branch can

furnish the suggested list pria
for any III product.

We know that the orerwhelming majority of IH dealers are as m u c h opposed to in.

flated prices as we are. In the
public Interest, we have already asked their cooperation
—and are now asking the cooperation of customeri-in
correcting this situation.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER

Washington
Letter
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Your scribe has been appointed a member of the National
Editorial Association's committee
on community development, to
represent Region 3, which is
comprised by Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, North Carolina, Mississippi, Panama Canal
Zone, Puerto Rico, South Carolina and Tennessee. This nonremunerative post may require
a trip or two during the current
fiscal year.

CAPITAL PLANS FOR BIG
BULGE IN TOURIST TRADE
By Jane Eads
Washington — Already the
capital is planning to accommodate some 2,000,000 visitors between now and Jan. 1, 1949. This
includes delegates to 85 conventions rlready booked, tourists
and business men and women.
The Greater National Capital
Committee—the convention and
tourist bureau of the Washington
Board of Trade—says this is a
conservative figure, since the city
has welcomed an average of 3,500,000 visitors a year, dropping
something like $60,000,000 annually into the tills of merchants,
the past two or three years.
And the city has taken on conout that one of the big problems facing ventions only since the last half
the nation is not how to produce food, of 1946, refusing any such scheduled meetings during the war
but how to sell what is produced. The
years.
lunch program provides the answer to a
In addition to the conventions
degree in providing a market for over- booked until January 1949 is one
set for 1950. This is the meeting
abundant foods.
When the department is obligated to of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers, which hasn't
purchase potatoes under the government's
met in the capital since 1928 and
price support program, for example, it which will bring 1,000 delegates
has to find a way to make use of potatoes. to the city.
It is estimated that 1950 will
Of the 479,609,000 bushels of potatoes
grown last year, some had to be plowed be a peak convention year in
under, some were converted to alcohol Washington. There will be much
ado in celebrating the 150th anand thousands of bushels were left to rot. niversary of the government's
Under the school lunch program the location here. This year will also
department distributes 2,000,000 bushels mark the 150th birthday of the
annually to public and parochial schools. Library of Congress.
Since the first of this year 65
The schools—there were 56,000 of them
conventions have been held in
last year—can claim
reimbursements thi capital, bringing to town
from the government for purchases of some 30,000 delegates. The largfood and equipment, if requirements of est convention held so far was
that of the Townsend National
the act are met.
For every dollar of federal funds al-t Recovery Plan group, attended
by close to 6,000 persons.
lotted, the law requires the state to spend
The Daughters of the Ameria dollar. In matching the grants, food can Revolution meeting in Conand labor supplied by the schools may stitution Hall for the first time
be counted.
Also, states in which the since the beginning of the war,
average income is lower than the na- brought more than 4.000 women
to town. The
United States
tional average can pay less than the fed- Chamber of Commerce Conveneral share.
tion added some 2,500 more.

School Lunch Benefits
More than 7,300,000 American children

M.

Editor and PublUh.r

*

5,408 beds, but that under the Federalaid system our population would entitle
us to 6,194 more beds. Our mental hospital beds, numbering 7,052 should be increased by 5,838. We now provide 1,564
beds for tubercular patients, and are entitled to 3,071 more.
This condition is even worse than it
looks, for hospital beds are largely concentrated in a few communities, while
large rural areas are tragically short.
Such a condition cannot be corrected in a
day, ctf course. The hopeful factor is that
the Federal Government is pledged to
spend $2,500,000 a year on Kentucky
hospital^, but only to match $5,000,000
of State or local funds.

Mr. Clements also took "general pairs"
on the following votes: the rent control
bill; aid to Greece and Turkey; attempt
to kill the Republican wool tariff bill by
recommitting, and the State Department
Information Service bill.
The "general pair" is a beautiful little
-.device for fence-sitting congressmen who
don't want the folks back home to know
The only similar positions the two men
how they stand on controversial legislahave ever held, however, were in the Gen- tion.
eral Assembly, Clements as State Senator,
In this three-month period, Clements
and Waterfield as Speaker of the House. bad no less than five "general pairs" listMr. Waterfield has never served in the ed against him.
No other Democratic
Congress at Washington.
legislator from Kentucky had more than

To get down to cases, on a bill to add

QHACBAN

it.

A recent editorial in the Lexington
Herald states: "Now, in comparison of
records, it is the usual thing for those opposing Mr. Clements to offer a comparison
of the record in the State General Assembly only. This is not fair either. The
record of Mr. Clements in Congress is
more recent..
It dwarfs the record ofr_
either in the General Assembly."

This contention of the Herald's is a
confession of weakness, an acknowledgement that Waterfield's record in the Assembly is far superior to that of his opponent. But for the sake of argument,
conceding for a moment the position quoted from the Herald, let us look at 'Mr.
Clements' record in Washington.
From April through June, Representative Clements was present and voting, out
of 32 roll call votes, just eight (8) times.
No other Kentucky Congressman, Democrat or Republican, was present less than
twenty times. On 32 roll call votes, Mr.
Clements was present just twenty-five
percent of the time.

LEADER

THURSDAY
DOROTHY ANN DAVIB
QLBNN JOHNSON
Advertising Manager
Meohanloal Supt.

And slacks, of course, don't show

Absentee Congressman Poor Risk
Before the average voter pays much attention to the promises of a candidate for
political office, he wants to see the candidate's record. He likes to compare past
performances before he decides which
way his vote will go. W e think this is a
logical and eminently fair method of selection.
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Waterfield's Health Plan
A Lifesaving Program
So much has been heard of education
as an issue in the present Kentucky primary campaign that health has not had
its fair share of attention. On the health
issue, Harry Lee Waterfield is especially
strong. He has outlined a program which
illustrates one of his outstanding assets,
a willingness to say specifically what he
would do to solve specific problems.
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The railroads have received 44 "rules"
demands from the leaders of the operating unions . . . representing engineers, fitemen, conductors, trainmen
and switchmen. They say they are
seeking only changes in working conditions—NOT a wage increase.

ductors and trainmen be reduced from
150 to 100 miles, which would have the
effect of increasing their pay 50%.
Such a run often takes only two or
three hours!

You Can't Afford This Waste
Demands like these are against the
Interests of the whole American
people, who depend on railroad sentee for nearly everything they eat,
wear and use.

More Money For Less Work
But what kind ot rules are being
asked for? Twenty-eight of them
would compel railroads to pay more
money for the same, or less work;
7 would require additional and unnecessary men to do the same work:
the rest would bring about changes
in operating practices at increased
cost.

These rules would cost A B I L I . I O N DOLLARS annually—a gigantic waste which
neither the railroads nor the country
can afford.
Railroad workers are good citizen!
and good employes, with pride in their
calling. Their record during the war
was outstanding. We do not believe
they fully understand the "featherbed
rules which the Union* lenders are demanding. We do not believe they
understand the harmful results which
these rules would have to the railroad
industry, to the millions of men and
women dependent on railroads for their
livelihood1, and to the shipping and consuming public.

For Instance:
The Union leaders demand additional
train and ->ngin» crews on Diesel-powered trains--one fuil crew for every
power in? n tiie locomotive. A freight
train hauled by a 4-unit Diesel would
have to ?arry 4 engineers, 4 firemen,
4 conductors, and at least 8 brakemen,
or a total of 20 men instead of 5.

"Made Work"-Sheer

Waste

The Union leaders demand that fulllength freight trains be cut to about
half their length, even though such
trains are most efficient for low-cost
service to you. This rule would call for
twice as many locomotives, would
double the number ot trains, and make
accidents more likely.
Additional equipment, yards, and
other facilities required to take care of
these short trains would cost hundreds
of millions. What the Union leaders
really want is to make more jobs.
The Union leaders demand that when
a crew in one class of service perform
incidental service of another class, they
will be paid not less than a day's pay
for each class, even though all service
is performed as a part of the same day's

The great strength ol America l» In
production—an honest dav's worK
for an honest day's pay.
For only through greater production
can we hope to stop the steady upward
surge of living costs.

work. The crew would get at least two
days' pay for one day's work.
The Union leaders demand that the
present basic day for passenger con-

Surely, If ever there was a time In
our history when we needed to «<*»'
not mure, this is It.
/

.P,cl< out a ITK
the finest
county a n d yo
has
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We are publishing this and otherftdvertinementsto talk with yon
•t first hand about mutter* which are important to everybody.
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.four recreational lead-

H oroe»»«kers

clubs

Olive Hill, Ky.

in

Ljon and Trigg counschool
t h e i r training

The Only Veteran Running For

SECRETARY OF STATE

July !»•
^ e GiUett, assistant
jjr, ducuised the best
conduct a recreational
and Rave a denionstramodel recreation pro-

Democratic Primary —

August 2nd

lie Helped You
You Can Help H
DONATED BY A VETERAN FRIEND

The Coolest Spot In Town!

t((j

songs were taught
Wilma Vandiver, with
liam McConnell accom-

'following clubs oi uratounty were represented:
Mrs. E- L. Strong; Cetik

Mrs '

TulIy

Cholce;

Dolph Williamson;

Creek. M ' s

R a m e

y

March 29, 1921. Misses Marjorie Kevil, Eva Eaker, Lucille
Bohannon, Messrs. James Dollar
and Chas. Eaker attended a
Fbruary
15, 1921. H a r r y dance at Paris, Tenn., last
Blades, Jr., and wife, Mrs. Roy Thursday night.
Tewery, Mrs. J. B. Bohannon
and daughter, Miss Lucille, James
March 25, 1921. Charles Alvin
Dollar, Gerard Kevil, D. B. Os- Lisanby was admitted to the
berne and Luther Sells were Princeton Bar during the March
SWITCH IN TIME S A V E S GODSIL—Ralph Godsil holds among those from Princeton tp term of the Caldwell Circuit
tightly to the top of a pole on a switch in a railroad yard attend "C h u Chin Chow" a t Court. This means that Alvin
in Estherville, Ia., to escape the wrath of a heifer on the Macauley Theater, Louisville, is now a full-fledged lawyer,
and he will practice his profesloose from a stock truck. The animal led a crowd a merry last week.
sion in the city, county, district
chase through Esterville streets; finally wound up in the
February 18, 1921. Herman and state courts. He is the eldest
railroad yard where it cornered Godsil, before capture.
Keeney and little dughter, Kath- son of Mr and Mrs. R. W. Lis( A P Wirephoto)
erine Roberta, of Padueah, visit- anby, of this city, and will no
ed the family of James Keeney, doubt make good as an attorclub welcomed three new mem- dent, Mrs. Clarence Nichols; reney-at-law.
pf McNary Avenue, Wednesd.
bers, Mrs. Ella Gallaher, Mrs. creation leader, Mrs. E. L. Strong;
Geo. Gallaher and Mrs. James secretary-treasurer and publiciWilson. Visitors were: Mrs. M.
C. Cartwright, Mrs. Pollard ty, Mre. Champ Oats.
Plans were made for an ice
Thompson, Mrs. Dennis Peyton
and daughter, Marylyn, and cream supper at Bethany school
Friday night, July 25, to beneRomona Pickering.
|0KTWW
fit the nfew hospital.

J°hn-

fcpkinsviUe Road.,Mrs. Don
Quinn, Mrs. Robert
' ps; Otter Pond, Mrs. WiljlcConneli.
or Project Planned
« Ida C. Hagman, Exten-ecialist in home manageUniversity of Kenutcky,
'jg Princeton, July 17 to
(tree lessons in home manfor the Homemakers
, is the major project dur(arch. April and May next
Each club will study
jes to- Make ^our Work
,» "Ironing the Easier
- and "What Is Your Time

jjer Homemakers met at
bone of Mrs. Dolph William(j]V is for an all-day meetThe book review of

"The

Htrs Physician", given by
Frank Wilson was very
Bting. A pot luck lunch
djoyed by 11 members. Mrs.
ftlled the club to order for
iction of business,
fer reading the minutes and
Brer's report, it was decided
lire the annual picnic for
bmilies of the homemakers
t home of Mrs. Bright with
ick supper, in August. Plans
lising money for the hospiItsd were discussed. Mrs. A-

Friendship

Friendship Homemakers met
with Mrs. Ragon Cummins July
17, with 11 members and eleven visitors present. Old and
new business was discussed.
The minor lesson, by Mrs.
Orland Newson,
was travel
through Kentucky around the
Eastern coal region. The major
lesson, by Miss Wilma Vandiver,
was on international subjects.
Visitors were Mrs. Urey Cook,
Mrs. Chas. Nichols, Mrs. Edward
Krinard, Chas. Skees, Sandra
White, Nadine Newson, Douglas
Newson, Gerald Cummins, Sue
White and Clarinda Krinard.
Refreshments were served by
hostess, and the meeting adjourned to meet September 18
with Mrs. Herman Oliver.

fcKroy read a report ot the

ption meeting and the
p rras dismissed with prayer,
mbers present were Nests A. D/ McElroy, Hugh
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Just For I,aligns!
"WILBUR AND THE LION"
A George Pal Puppetoon In Color

SATURDAY, AUG. 2 - OPEN 10 A. M.

BLAZING ACTION ON THE THRILL TRAIL!
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LITTLE LULU COMIC—TRAVEL IN COLOR
CHAPTER 4—"JUNGLE RAIDERS"

Penny-for-Friendship was collected, and plans for a picnic
in August were discussed by
group.
The social program consisted
of map travel and quiz through
Kentucky, led by Mrs. C. Nichols.
Present were Mrs. Dewey Jenkins, Mrs. Clarence Nichols,
Mrs. Lewis Jenkins, Mrs. Elmer
Jenkins, one visitor, Miss GerP«p*i-Cola Company, Long Island City, S. Y.
trude
Edrington,
and Mrs.
Champ Oats.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company

SUN. & MON., ANG. 3-4

THE SCREEN PORTRAYS
THE MOST FATEFUL
MOMENT IN THE LIFE
O F ANY FAMILY.

Otter Pond

One of the most modern homes in Fredonia,
— Water, furnace and in excellent condi
i. Priced to sell.

Modern dwelling —

located on West Main

if., Princeton, Ky.; has furnace and nice lot.

JOHN E. YOUNG
INSURANCE

AGENCY
S. Harrison St

Thje Otter Pond Homemakers
Club met at the home of Mrs.
Jim Neal Tuesday, July 15, at
2 o'clock.
Mrs. Collin Ladd gave a book
report on "The Imortal Wife".
Mrs. Homer Mitchell was in
charge of the recreation program.
A picnic will be held August
15, at 7:30 o'clock at the home
of Mrs. Jimmie Mitchell. All
members and visitors are invited.
Members present were Mesdames George Martin, Jr., Lee
McConnell, Jim Reese, Collin
Ladd, Jim Neal, Homer Mitchell, Ferd Wadlington, Ray Martin, Guy Shoulders, Clay Gresham, Jimmie Mitchell and Miss
Dorothy Ferguson.
Visitors were Stella Reese,
Yvonne Reese, Ann Neal, Janice Martin and Miss Wilma
Vandiver.

We're

leading

the

"back-to-

school" p a r a d e with a super value
demonstration . . . our gigantic
Jubilee

Sale!

It's as

simple

as

A-B-C to get your youngsters off
to a good s t a r t . . . and at bargain
prices, too! Be s m a r t . . . order all
their school-time needs, the timesaving, money-saving Sears C a t alog w a y !

JACKIE "Butch" JENKINS
J a m e s CRAIG • Frances GIFFORD

\lNi/n-

Plus These Swell Shorts! . . .
"MINSTREL D A Y S "
Your Song Favorites of Yesteryear
TOM & JERRY
4
PARAMOUNT
CARTOON
^ T
.
NEWS

I Bethany

Bethany Homemakers
met
with Mrs. Champ Oats Friday,
July 18. New officers elected for
the coming year were president,
Mrs. Lewis Jenkins; vice-presi-

TUES. & WED., AUG. 5-6

with
LLOYD NOLAN

STORM OVER
BRITAIN
It's A Scream! "TUBBY THE TUBA" A Color Comic

THIJRS. & FRI., AUG. 7-8

Van Johnson
P|

d< out a man who thinks HOWERTON'S
the finest men's clothes in Caldwell
joonty and you'll have one who appreciates
Abetter things in life."
has

JuneAllyson

Here'* the poitwar rsdiophonograph you've waited
fori 9 band radio including
FM (genuine Armstrong
F M ) , iure-action recocd
changer and the amazing G-B
Electronic Reproducer. Model 417.
$425.00

_

Thomas MITCHELL
Claude IAKMIUV, Ir.
Marilyn
.
MAXWELL
HULL

^curt
^ ^ ^ F R E D O N I A .

MowEitm\
KY.

^

W. Court Square

Phone
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Steady Rise Noted In
Vet On-Farm Training
The number of World War II
veterans taking on-fajm training and related clasa-room instructions in Ohio, Michigan and
Kentucky has soared from 2,200
to 20,850 during the last 12month period, the Veterans Administration tri-state Branch Office in Columbus (O) reported
today.
Both totals include veterans
training under the G. I. Bill for
the non-disabled and the Vocational Rehabilitation Act for the
disabled.
In Ohio, the number in training increased from 350 to 7,750
during the last year. The increase
in Michigan wfis from 250 to
3,600 and in Kentucky the num> ber jumped from 1,600 to 9,500.
Related classroom instruction
is offered at 310 Ohio schools,

150 Michigan schools und 360
Kentucky schools.
The veteran's farm Is considered his laboratory where he puts
into practice the knowledge he
learns at the nearby agricultural
or vocational school. All of the
veteran's farm operations are supervised. His classroom instructor visits him regularly to check
on his practical farm work.
The program is designed principally for veterans who own or
operate farms, or who plan to
do so. However, it also provides
training for those who desire to
obtain jobs as' hired managers or
skilled workers.

P.A. System Airs Ball
Games At VA Hospital
T h e Veterans Administration
neuropsychiatry hospital at Lexington, Kentucky, has set up an
outdoor public address system to
broadcast games played by the
Cincinnati Reds for the benefit
of veteran-patients who are able
to go about the hospital grounds.

Education, Training
Cost Of Vets Listed

More than a quarter of a bil-

HOT W E A T H E R NEEDS
FOR F A R M OR H O M E
Pressure Canners
Livestock Spray

i

Gulf Spray
Gulf Trak 6 %

DDT

Presto Cookers

Prestroy 2 5 % DDT

Canning Kits

DDT Powder 5 0 %

Water Coolers

Creosote Dip

Thermos Jugs-

Arsenate of Lead

Thermos Bottles
Harvest Kegs
Lawn Chairs
Fishing Tackle
Gasoline Lanterns
Flash Lights
Pocket Knives
Collanders

Cubor Dust
Hydrated Lime
Poultry Wire
Steel Fence Posts
Implement Repairs
Plow Handles
Harness and Saddles
Snack Kits

Field Seed

—

a
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Approves U. Of K.
Operation Policy

Lexington, July 22—A special
survey on tha University of Kentucky, one of a series made by
the Chicago consultant firm of
Grlffenhagen & Associates on
education in the State at the request of Governor Willis, commends general operation ot the
"State University, a report released last week disclosed.
Although 183 recommendations
and suggestions of varying importance and significance are
listed in the 246 pages of the
exhaustive study, no sensational
criticisms of policies or discussion of personalities are included.
The Griffenhagen Report on
U. K. declares that changes
ranging from safeguarding the
board of trustees from "political
changes" to a $10,000,000 building
program and more teachers
should be made.
A few of the principal recommendations made by the report
are:
1. A state appropriation of
MAY SENTENCED — Former "not less than $100,000 annually"
Rep. Andrew J. May leaves to promote research in fields
federal court in Washington, over and above that being done
D. C. (July 25) after he was in agriculture.
sentenced to a term of from
2. Adoption by the State Unieight months to two years in versity of the University of
prison after conviction on war Louisville School of Medicine
fraud charges. He is followed and state support of only U. K.by his son Jack. (AP Wire- controlled medical education.
photo)
3. Employment of 50 additional
instructors.
lion dollars has been spent in
4. Constitutional changes to althe last fical year to provide low salary increases for faculty.
education and job-training for
5. Immediate construction of
World War II veterans in Ohio, several buildings and expansion
Michigan and Kentucky, the vet- of the University physical plant
erans Administration branch of- through a $10,000,000 building
fice in Columbus (O) reports.
program to meet a possible enVA reported cumulative ex- rollment of 8,500 next fall and
penditures of $229,525,910 be- prospects of even larger student
tween July 1, 1946, and June 30, bodies later.
1947,for education and job-train6. Return inter-collegiate athing under the G. I. Bill (Public letics to an amateur eport basis
Law 346) and the Vocational Re- "as soon as practioable."
habilitation Act for disabled vetAmong other suggestions made
erans (Public Law 16).
by the report are discontinuance
The total included $36,141,788 of four-quarter plan in favor of
in Kentucky &
semester system (already accomTabulated in ihfe expenditures plished), drop plans to estabwere costs for counseling, sup- lish a department of veterinary
plies, equipment', tuition, subsis- medicine at present, reorganize
tence allowance and increased the board of trustees, include
payments over pensions in the faculty members in the state
vocational training of disabled teacher-retirement system, drop
veterans.
or alternate courses having small
At the end of June, veterans enrollments, and re-organize the
enrolled in education and job- staff into divisions of instructraining program included 34,- tion and research, student af370 in Kentucky.
fairs and business administration (already accomplished).
U.K. Final Enrollment 3981 Dr. H. L. Donovan, president
of the University, termed the ReFinal enrollment statistics for port "a constructive document"
the first term of University of
Kentucky's summer q u a r t e r
show a total of 3,981 students
registered from every Kentucky
county. The current term closes
Thursday (July 24) and registration for the second term will
be held Friday and Saturday.
Classes begin Monday, July 28.

and announced the intention of
the University to carry out ail
recommendations of evident value not already accomplished.
He said "approximately onehalf to two-thirds of the recommendations made in the report
are policies that have for tome
time been in effect" and indicated further that a large majority
subjects which have been considered but not carried out due
to lack of funds.

fyou cou/cfri 't
IDEAL GIFT

Strawberry Returns
Thirty-nine strawberry growers
In Trimble county harvested
0,900 crates of berries this year
despite a heavy freeze In May,
receiving $50,400 for them. William Glnn, who produced more
than 200 crates on one acre,
told Farm Agent J. G. Dye that
he figured ha had a return of
26 cents for each plant he act.
out last year.

Wm. M. YOUNG

AUCTION
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Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Frtdtnii, Ky.
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T l i i s I s T h e T r u t h A b o u t It!
»

They're ALL For CLEMENTS
F A R M E R S are for C L E M E N T S

V E T E R A N S are for CLEMENTs]

BECAUSE:

BECAUSE:

He is a farmer and a farmer's son.

He is a Veteran himself.

He will be the first real farmer Governor in
many years.
,

He served 28 months in World War I.

He

is a Charter
Bureau.

Member

of

his

He was in the Army of the United State,
never in the S.A.T.C.

Farm

He enlisted as a private in a mountain com-1
pany.

He owns and operates two farms.
He is one of the best judges of livestock in
his County.

He served in the Infantry.

He is a former County Judge for 8 years.
Many Kentuckians who served with

He handled rural road problems.

him testify he was a

His county is one of the best-developed REA
counties in the state.

good

soldier.

Earle Clements Is Not Trying To Win
The Governorship By Deception!
Have you heard any such wild story as this?
That Ben Kilgore and Harry Lee Waterfield were responsible for
getting the REA for Kentucky?

HERE IS THE THUTII ABOUT IT!
%

No state funds ever were appropriated by the legislature of
Kentucky for REA. REA is a federal-government operation, not
a state function.
«

Have you heard any such fantastic story as this?
That ANY former member of the Kentucky House of Representatives was responsible for bringing the REA to Kentucky?
NEW

TRIUMPH'(P^

NEW £ k r u j L n £ , (Jlnxdh
For ea»ier, smoother writing, there'*
no other pen to equal SHEAFFER'S
"TRIUMPH". You'll be convinced one*
tou touch the bigger, 14-K tytimm*
POINT to paper. Give the gift you'd like
to k e e p - a SHEAFFERS "TRIUMPH."

*)~.u.ihi,oe

SHEAFFERS

HEBE IS THE TRUTH ABOUT IT!
Congressman Virgil Chapman, who helped to write the REA Act,
in a recent speech pointed out that it was created by Congress,
receives all its funds from Congress, and that no member of thf
State Legislature has done anything effective for the REA. E a r h
Clements appeared before Congress to make a speech to protest
against reduction in REA funds.

Winstead Jewelers
Earle Clements is the R E A L people's choice in this campaign. His opponent has spent all h i s a d u l t life on ?
state payroll and launched his campaign for governor while engaged by the Democratic State C e n t r a l E x e " *
Committee. His opponent used the office of Organization Director of the Democratic State C e n t r a l Exe
Committee and his office as Speaker of the House to further his candidacy for Governor.

A N ELECTION
^
lt
by the biggest majority any candidate ever received in the history of the state.
Democratic party of a tremendous victory in November. He can and will win.

His nomination assures

All of Waterfield' s promises, promises, promises mean merely more taxes
taxes, taxes for the people of Kentucky.
Mr. Clements has been careful about making commitments, but there is
hardly a County in the State in which those opposing him have not promised scores of jobs and often the same job to different people many
times. If they filled all the jobs they have promised, they would triple

TIIIS I ST H E T R U T H A B O U T IT!

Vote For Earle Clements For Governor
Saturday, August 2 , 1 9 4 7

fl
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,

Officers Named
To Man Precincfs

; ••v

(Continued from page one)
land Hayes, D., Judge; Mrs. Arthur Faughn, R., sheriff,
Princeton No. 8: Mrs. Mack
Clift, R„ clerk; Mrs. Herman
1 Banister, D., judge; Mrs. Arthur
Pettit, R., judge; Mrs. W. W.
Whitis, R., sheriff.
Princeton No. 9: Joel Boitnott,
D., clerk; Mrs. Gilbert Kenneday,
R., judge; Carmon Bogle, D.,
judge; Walter Barnes, R„ sheriff.
Princeton No. 10: Mrs. Norvella
Cartwright, R., clerk; Mrs. S. O.
Catlett, D., judge; Alvie Merrick, R., judge; Herman Oliver,
D., sheriff.
Princeton No. 11: Mrs. Sidney
Satterfield, D., clerk; Ramie
Johnson, R., judge; Mrs. D. W.
Satterfield, D., judge; Chester
Hawkins, R., sheriff.
Princeton No. 12: A. F. Hanberry, R., clerk; Mrs. J. W. Myers, D., judge; Mrs. L. D. Perkins, Sr., R., judge; Tom Hayes,
D., sheriff.
Donaldson No. 1: Robert W.
Asher, D., clerk; Miss Odie
Brown, R., judge; John L. Watson, D., judge; Robert Franklin,
R., sheriff.
Donaldson No. 2: Paul Vinson,
R., clerk; Luther Lowery, D.,
judge;
Reen McConnell,
R.,
judge; Mack Rustin, D., sheriff.
Donaldson No. 3: Mrs. Elizabeth Hobby, D., clerk; Raymond
Sigler, R., judge; Mrs. Floyd
Young, D., judge; Owen Towery,
R„ sheriff.
Donaldson No. 4: Mrs. Roosie
Roberts, R., clerk; Porter Tayloe,
D., judge; Roy Traylor, R., judge;
Raymond Lowery, D., sheriff.
Bucksnort No. 1: Mrs. Clyde
Clayton, D., clerk; Mrs. Milton
Ward, R., judge; R. F. Stallins,
D., judge; Charlie Littlejohn, R.,
sheriff.
Bucksnort No. 2: Charlie Overby, R., clerk; Urey Cook, D.,
judge;
Urey Scott, R., judge;
Jack McCargo; D., sheriff.
Bucksnort No. 3: B l o x i e
Orange,, D., clerk; Miss Gracey

1<:

Notice

'

Bring your car, truck
and
tractor
radiator
problems to

Princeton
Welding &
Radiator Co.
W . Main St.
Phone 867-J
Two and Four-Wheel
Trailers.

Insurance
You can't get it by wire

I

After your home's on fire.

Get It Here
Where the Golden Rule
Applies.

C. A. Woodall
Ins. Agency

II
-;ri'

«

Phone 54
— 117 W. Main St. —

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, Minister.
Sunday, Aug. 4, 1947.
9:45 Sunday School.
10:45 Morning Worship.
7:30 Union Service at Ogden
Memorial Methodist Church.

In the absence of the pastor
ot Ogden Memorial Methodist
Church, the pulpit will be supplied Sunday morning by the
Rev. A. D. Litchfield, of Louisville. Many will remember the
Rev. Mr. Litchfield as the pastor of the local church from September 1919 through September 1923. Although retired a few
years ago, Mr. Litchfield continues to preach with vitality
and force, supplying pulpits of
Louisville churches practically
every Sunday. He will spend
several days, along with his
wife, visiting their daughter,
Mrs. E. R. Koltinsky, N. Jefferson street.

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Tom W. Collins, Pastor.
Bro. Collins left Sunday for
Buffalo, N. Y., to attend the
International and the World conventions of Christian Churches
this week. President Truman is
scheduled to speak at the World
Convention and our church feels
honored that its pastor can attend.
A special program of music
is being planned by the Adult
Choir for the morning worship
service Sunday,
The church welcomed Sidney
Ledford into membership art
morning service Sunday. First
Christian is always glad to welcome guests to all Its services.

Sisk, R., judge; Frank Young,
D., judge; Tommie Thomason,
R., sheriff.
Bucksnort No. 4: Harlie Trimble, R., clerk; Mrs. Georgia Lou
Alexander, D., judge; Tom GalCHILDREN OFFERED FOR ADOPTION—The nine chilloway, R., judge; R. B. Thomas,
dren of Amos Turpin, 37-year-old tenant farmer, are
D., sheriff.
Harmony No. 1: Earl Wood, shown in their Rough Ridge, Ky., home (July 27), the
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
D., clerk; D. D. Rogers, R., walls of which are covered with newspapers. The father
judge; George Dunn, D., judge; has offered seven of the nine children for adoption to
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
H. L. Ladd, R„ sheriff.
William
E. Cunningham, pastor.
provide them with education and good homes. Front row
Harmauy No. 2: Cordl« Boaz,
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
R., clerk; Mrs. Roberta Glass, (left to right): Bertha, five; Earl, 17; Ollie, 12; Frankie,
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
D., judge; John Hurley, R., judge; nine; Loretta, four; and James, 15, holding Louie, two.
Young People's Service 6:00
F. A. Lewis, D., sheriff.
In rear are Arvil, 11, and Chester, 10. Turpin is scheduled
p.m.
Fredonia No. 1: Johnson My- to appear before Casey county Judge S. S. Griffin on a
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
ers, D., clerk; Mrs. Jimmie Wig- charge of breach of the peace in connection with the alWednesday
evening
prayer
ginton, R., judge; Mrs. Belle Sulservice 7:00 p.m.
livan, D., judge; Major Brown, leged beating of his 12-year-0ld son, Ollie. ( A P Wirephoto)
Saturday, Evangelistic service
R., sheriff.
7:00
p.m.
plant first, the germs bouncing
Fredonia No. 2: Miss Imogene
up from the soil with raindrops, FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Wigginton, R., clerk; H. M. Turand the spraying should be conley, D., judge; Jewel Traylor, R.,
H. G. M. Hatler. Pastor
B y J O H N S. G A R D N E R
judge; Henry Hughes, D., sheriff.
centrated there. But all the 9:45 a.m. Sunday School
K e n t u c k y College of A g r i c u l t u r e
Fredonia No. 3: Huston Vinand Horn* Ecory>mica
plante must be covered.
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
son, D., clerk; Herman Boyd, R., IIIIIHIIHllWimiHIIIUIIIIimilllintlHMUmUimHHIIHtMlHMIIIHtlUHHM
6:45 p.m. Training Union
Dithane
and
Fermate
need
to
judge; Howard Harper, D., judge;
7:30 Evening Worship
be
used
with
a
"sticker"
of
the
Tomato
Blight
Is
Here!
Glendell Sherrell, R., sheriff.
This story has been four times several trademarked kinds on
reperated but it is not needless the market, but fresh Bordeaux
repetition, but to spread the sticks and spreads well of itword that Tomato Blight has self. Of Dithane, use 2 level teaAllen W . Woodall
been reported from several coun- spoons a gallon of water; of FerFuneral services for Allen Wal- ties in Kentucky. How lar it may mate, 6 level teaspoons, and
ker Woodall, infant son of Mr. spread, or how rapidly, no one here is a receipt for making Borand Mrs. C. A. Woodall, Jr., knows, but specific measures deau in garden-size amounts:
wete held at the graveside in should be started if tomatoes
1. In a container other than
Cedar Hill Cemetery Friday are not to be lost as in 1946.
metal, dissolve one pound of
morning, July 25, at 10 o'clock,
Earlier it was stressed that bluestone in five quarts of wawith the Rev. Layton L. Hall blight control is a matter of ter to make "bluestone stock."
officiating. Born July 19, at prevention, keeping the plants
2. In the sprayer tank put 9
Mason Hospital, Murray, the covered with copper so that the quarts of water; then a, small
child was taken to Vanderbilt germs can obtain no foot
handful (Vi pound) of screened
Hospital, Nashville, where death For this purpose, the "fixed cop- hydrated lime, and then one |
occurred July 24.
pers" were recommended, and quart of "stock."
it was said that although wet
3. Close the sprayer and shake
spraying was much to be prefer- endwise 10 times, to make 2\b
Nancy L. Perry
Funeral services for Nancy Lee red, dusting could be effective, gallons of 4-4-50 Bordeaux, suf-i
Perry. 3, daughter of Mr. and provided enough dust were ficient to cover up to 50 plants. .
Mrs. Otho Perry, Detroit, Mich., used.
Spraying (with whatever maFor
who died at her home there July
Now, however, with late blight terial) should begin immediate25, of *lukemia, were held at coming into the picture, wet ly, and be repeated 3 or 4 times
Morgan's Funeral Home Tues- spraying is a "must" with ma- at two-week intervals or until
day afternoon, with the Rev. terils specifically for that dis- hew signs of the disease abate,
He is an ex-service man, an
Clyde Walker officiating. Burial ease, as Dithane or Fermate or as they may when the weather
honest, capable lawyer, a fox
was in Perry Cemetery.
fresh-mixed Bordeau, the "pre- becomes more dry, and the hunter, Rotarian and former
assistant Attorney General.
pared" kind of Bordeau being nights warmer. The signs are
Democratic Primary,
only partially effective. The dis- rotting of the leaves and the
Livestock Market
August 2nd
Sales on the Princeton Live- ease attacks the bottom of the spotting of the fruit.
stock Market were 50 cents
higher than last week and active on the advance Monday,
compared with last week, it was
reported by Brad Lacy, manager.
Total sold was 1310 head. Baby
beeves topped at $25; No. 1 veals,
$23.50; and hogs, $28.25.

THE GARDEN

Deaths-Funerals

Arthur I. Her
Attorney General

V I S I T

Negro Couple Marry
At Toledo, O .
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Boyd announce the marriage of their
daughter, Camille, to James Noble Wims, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Tyler Wims. They were married in Toledo, O. and are making their home in Detroit, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiais are graduates of Dotson High School. Mr.
Wims has been in U. S. Army,
and received his basic training
at Camp Lee, Va., and was stationed at Fort Belvoir, Va., at a
government hospital until he was
discharged this spring.

Fredonia Service Station & Grocery
That G o o d Gulf G a s and Oil
Groceries

W e have our new lift installed ready to do complete grease jobs
on all trucks and cars.
A N D BUY

Georae H.
Love ace
Of Barlow, Ballard
County

State Treasurer

-

NOW

6 0 0 x 1 6 4-ply Tires

The Democrats
ot The First District

for
- .:

At The Churches

Rev. A. D. Litchfield To
Preach Here Sunday

$10.50 up

Special Price On Groceries

Present

Your neighbor's house
Is like a dream:
Bill Dollar n' them
Make quite a team.

wfw
In if. W# II fjfoWfy loon yon
monoy for (hit or ony othsf worthy
pwpoM. Come in fodoy. You'll IBs* w

How women a n d girls
ma^ get wanted relief
fromfunctiona^trlodlcp^

Cirdul if a liquid medicine which
many women aay b u brought relief
from the eramp-llka atony and n e r •oua 'train of functional perlodlo
, dlatresa. Here', h o w It may help:
~
Taken like a tonic,
—
It should atlmulate
appetite, aid dl«eatlon,* thus help build r e alstmnca for the "Urna"
to coma.
Started 3 dayi b e fore "your time". It
should help relieve
iln due to purely f u n o ,
anal periodic eausea.
Try Cardnl. It It help*, you'll
ba ( l a d you did.

2

a

*

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, July 31 - August 1 and 2.
J A C K S O N PORK A N D BEANS

3 cans 2 5 0

PEAS

can

130

PET MILK (large)

2 cans 250

PET MILK (small)

3 cans 190

S O D A CRACKERS, 2 lb

box 4 0 0

VINEGAR

1 gallon 300

CRYSTAL WHITE LAUNDRY S O A P

Mnf, paper and • DttU fixing up de

KENTUCKY

3 bars 2 5 0

IVORY S O A P (large)

bar

BLEACH, qt. size

Madisonville—The second annual Western Kentucky s h e e p
sale held here at the Basil M.
Brooks tobacco-warehouse, resulted in disposal of 277 sheep,
including 200 yearling western
ewes. They brought an average
of $21.50.
Twelve registered Southdown
rams sold for an average of
$60.95. Top price of the sale,
$83, was paid for a ram sold by
C. L. Baker, Boonville, I n d.,
Route 2.
Eighteen registered Hampshire
rams sold for an average of
$4.86 with the top price in that
class, $76, going to A. M, Toy,
Henderson, Route 3.
Twenty-nine registered ewes
were sold, top price of $30 being
paid to O. C. Whitfield, Madisonville Route 4.

Dade Park Racing To
Start Saturday, Aug. 2
Dade Park, July 30 — Horse
racing, the Sport of Kings, returns to Kentucky Saturday,
Aug. 2, when the Dade Park
Jockey club will open its gates
for its 24th meeting, a 26-day
session, which will close with
the Labor Day card, Monday,
Sept. 1. Post time for the first
race daily will be 2 o'clock.

470
. . .'

900

Blackburn Bros., Proprietors
Phone 32-J

To Move Billboards
From Rights-Of-Way
Frankfort, July 30 — Owners
of billboards, signs or buildings
erected to encroach upon the
State highway rights-of-way are
to be warned that such structures will be removed by the
State at owners' expense, J.
Stephen Watkins, commissioner
of Highways, said today. Encroachment is only permitted in
cases Where sufficient right-ofway is available to prevent obstruction of view in the interest
of traffic safety.

Frankfort, July

BERLOU

30

'"J

tl<m of E H. Wagoner
Springs, suiH-i vi,,,, g, lh ' ,J *
lile State Forest ,i nc , . J m
to be forests of the Gr J ? 1 !
d^tuct, was ^naounivd^l
State forest.>r h . B N
The newly activated d u w
eludes
Crittenden
Christian, Hopkins, Web,u,
ion, Henderson, Daviess
cock, McLean, Ohio, Butler
lenberg. Todd, and Logan',
ties.

Charles Frederick Worth, famed Parisian dressmaker, was an
Englishman by birth and established his salon through the patronage of the Empress Eugenie.
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Women's

Weor

" N o t More, But Eet-||
t e r Merchandise"

Bodenhamer

exclusively youn

Dry Cleaning

(Incorporated)

Wisconsin
UNLIMITED

I

USES FOB rARM AND DWUSTti

For New Installation and Replacements, Select You
Power Needs From These Heavy Duty Unih . , ,
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCT
AB 2-3 hp.
AK 3-4 hp. AHH 7-11*
AEH 4-6 hp. VE-4 13-21 hp
AFH 5-7 hp. VF-4 15-25 bp,
AGH 6-8 bp. VP-4 20-31 bp,
With or Without Cluich
PARTS AND MAGNETOS
BU
Phone or write for iniorai&ei
V
Use our complete repair tenia

The last great work of Richard Wagner, German composer,
was "Parsifal,"
based on the
legend of the Holy Grain although not on the legend of the
"Morte d'Arthur."
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An Open Letter To The
Citizens Ot Caldwell County:
ml

We, the undersigned, herein state our reasons for supporting Earle C. Clements for nomination for Governor;.
First: Kentucky being an agricultural state, we believe that we should elect a
Governor who knows and is sympathetic with the problems that confront the
farmer. He is a real farmer. Having owned and operated farm land practically
all of his life, he can be classified as an actual farmer; therefore, he can be relied
upon to render constructive service to the farmers.
Second: A man to be well-qualified for the office of Governor should know something of the fiscal affairs of local government. By virtue of the fact that he was
County Court Clerk and County Judge of his County for a number of years, he
was as such confronted daily with the problems of County government; and
through the years of experience as a County official, he knows the needs of County
Government in our State and therefore can be counted upon as Chief Executive to
lend a sympathetic ear to the municipal and county officials of our State.
Third: To make a good Governor one should be familiar with the legislative
branch of our State Government. Mr. Clements served with distinction as a member of the Kentucky State Senate, being the Democratic Floor Leader of that body
and as such gained the respect and admiration of the people of our Commonwealth.
So outstanding was his leadership in that body, we have been informed that at no
time during his tenure of office did the members of his party fail to follow him
on a single party measure.
Fourth: During these times, the affairs of our Federal Government and State
Government are more closely woven together than ever before in our history.
Our State receives aid from many agencies of our Federal Government. Having
served in the capacity of a member of Congress from the Second District for the
past few years, he has gained a broad knowledge of how the State and Federal
Government should cooperate. He has further shown and displayed his leadership in that he successfully sponsored through the Congress of the United States
legislation that was of direct benefit to the farmers of his state and especially the
dark tobacco growers, and the bill that bears his name in the Congressional record
put into the pockets of the farmers of the tobacco belt many millions of dollars.
We might add that he was nominated to Congress twice in his district without
opposition and overwhelmingly defeated his Republican opponent in both elections.

Ora

J

Secreta
Democrl
Augus

Bi

Fifth: In this post-war era all of our citizens are interested in the welfare of the
more than 350,000 veterans that live within the confines of our State. As a veteran of World War I, Mr. Clements served his Country with distinction. He entered the Army as a private, and so outstanding was his recorcf, that his superior
officers recognized his ability as a leader of men and promoted him to the rank
of Captain. We do not believe that a man should be elected to office merely because he served his Country in war; but when he possesses the proper qualifications and is trustworthy aftd honest, we believe that he should be given every
consideration by the voters.
Sixth: We, as your elected officials and as individuals, sincerely and honestly .
believe that the interests of CALDWELL COUNTY can and will be best served
by the nomination and election of Earle C. Clements to the office of G o v e r n o r .
We want to urge the Democratic voters in CALDWELL COUNTY to carefully
examine the records of the two men who seek the Democratic nomination for
Governor; and if you do that we are Confident that you will cast your vote on
August 2, for Earle C. Clements.
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Fredonia, Ky.

277 Sheep Are Sold
At Madisonville Mart

Sincerely and Respectfully yours,

Philip Stevens,

2 for 250

DUZ (small)

4-LB. C A R T O N LARD

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
Church School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:50 a. m.
Guest preacher—Rev. A.
D.
Litchfield, of Louisville.
Youth Fellowship 6:30 p. m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p. m.
Union Service here. Preacher
Rev, David Schulherr.
Pipers Club meets Mon. 7:30
p. m.
Young Women's Choir meets
Tues. 7:30 p. m.
Official Board meeting Tues.
7:30 p. m.
Mid-Week Service Wed. 7:30
p. m., led by Pipers Club.
Youth Choir meets Friday
7:30 p. ih.

,

County Court Clerk, and
Campaign Chairman, Caldwell County,
Earle C. Clements for Governor.

Clyde O . W o o d ,
County Judge.

C. R. Baker,
County Attorney.

W . Otho Towery,
Sheriff.

Lena M. Satterfield,
Jailer.

/

Specl

•

Ann

L Saying Good-by

L^e a an inner richness ot
(the "iind
SLlrprisin« to the thinker, like
f i spot
|rjUnd hidden in the woods, as
* though designed

L j heid for late discovery. Like
| U not
L e had come by it often, passing near

^een seclusion, missing by
one turn
L roof of trees, its song birds
that none hear,
L rustic loveliness of flower
ind fern.
Lw,
when the usual palled,
the familar failed,
Another world could open all
unsought,
Iigd one's sweet hopes that fadTrf, half impaled
L (initeness, could bloom as
[freshly wrought.
L do not call this parting. One
thought m o r e

an bring us friendship richer
than before.
H. H.

jlottie Moon Circle

Davis

Phone

Goodwin

—

—

- Scranton

The wedding of Miss Mary
Leigh Goodwin, Princeton, and
Mr. George J. Scranton, Dearborn, Mich., took place Saturday afternoon, July 26, at 4:30
o'clock In the chapel of the
First Baptist Church, in Dayton,
with the Rev. W. S. Rickerbrather officiating.
The church was beautifully
decorated with ferns and gladiolas and candles. The traditional
"Wedding March" was played
by Mr. Stuart Brams, of Dayton.
Miss Sarah Goodwin, Princeton, was her sister's maid of
honor, and Mr. Hugh Archer,
Dearborn, Mieh., was best man.
The bride was given in marriage
by Mr. Fred J. Hall, of Dayton.
For her marriage, the bride
wore a white suit, with white
accessories, and a waist corsage
of gardenias. The maid of honor
wore an aqua suit with brown
accessories, and a corsage of
yellow roses.
After the wedding a reception
and buffet supper was given at
the Van Cleve Hotel, after which
the couple left for a wedding
trip to Northern Michigan and
Wisconsin.

The Lottie Moon Circle of the
Sret Baptist Church met at the
iome of Mrs. Hugh Skees, Tuesday night, July 22, with 11 members present.
Barbecue
The devotional and program Fredonia
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elbert Beck, Mr.
,«i in charge of Mrs. Robert
and
Mrs.
Wilford
Baker, Mrs.
|J»cob, assisted by the other
Carrie Ordway and E. F. Ordin*mhrr"
Present were Mesdames Frank way entertained Sunday with a
[Wilson. W. E. Willis, Claude barbecue at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Beck.
rtoltinsky, Robert Jacob, Gordon
Present were Mr. and Mrs.
alenn, Cecil Smith, William Lartns, Hugh Skees, Misses Mary Will McCann Mrs. Stella McEl(Wilson Baker and Melville roy and Mrs. Joe Morey, Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Brad Lacey
?oung.
The hostess, assisted by Mrs. and daughter, Dr. B. L. Keeney
of Princeton; Mr. and Mrs. HerfcVank Wilson and Miss Hallie
vey
Thompson and son, John Ed,
iren, served a'delicious plate
unch, after which the meeting Mr. and M r s " J i m Blackburn
and children, Sue, Gary and
idjourned to meet in August.
Lyjida; Mr. and Mrs. Noble
Paris, Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
VOTE FOR
Litchfield, Mr. Marc Blackburn,
Mr. and Mre. Paul West and
daughter, Kay, Mr. Arlie Vinson and children, Charles Thomas and Brenda Kay; Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Phelps and children,
Phillip and Wanda; Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Baker, Mr. and Mrs.
Ruble Akridge and son, Charles.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young
and son, Billy Sam; Mrs. J. B.
Sory and Miss Dora Young, Mr.
and Mre. Cecil Brasher and son,
Dennis; Mr. and Mrs. James
Landis, Mr. and Mrs. J. Dan
Bugg and children, Joan, Tucker and Billy; Mr. and Mrs. T. R.
Feagan and sonv Ted; Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Miller and son,
Danny; Mr. J. A. Wilson, Miss
Lilly Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Wilson and son, Billy;
MISS
Miss Mary Wilson, Mr. and Mre.
John Wood Wadlington, Mrs.
Margaret Zurmuehlen, Mr. and
Harrodsburg, Ky.
Mrs. Russell Yates and children,
for
Larry and Wayne; Mr. and
Byrd M. Guess, Mr. and Mre.
Kelly Bradshaw, Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Jones and children, Thomas, Jimmy, Bertram, Margaret
Democratic Primary
and Sue Ellen, Pete Billingsly,
August 2 , 1 9 4 7
Mr. and Mre. Dock Jackson and

Women's

1

COUNTY'S NEWEST TWIN BOYS

pcuje

IAJom&HX
Dorothy

—

50

daughter, Jonell.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brockmeyer and daughter, Sandra;
Mr. and Mrs. Hampton Carner
and son, John H.; Mr. and Mrs.
Dock Baker and children, Buddy
and Joyce Nell; Mr. and Mrs.
A. O. Prowell and children,
Wayne Allen and Demetrian
Ann; Paul Franklin Phelps, Jimmy Phelps, Charles Phelps, Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Jones and daughter, Mary Elizabeth; Mr. and
Mrs.
Reginald
Phelps
and
children, Nancy Carol, Marion
I-, Billy Ray, Jerry, Marj brie
Lou, Darrell Lynn, Donald Eugene; Mis6 Imogene Wigginton,
Mr. Seth Wigginton, Mr. and
Mrs. E. W. Quertermous, Donna
Quertermous,
Robert,
Jimmy
and Carolyn Beck.

;

...

Bobby, Owensboro, are guests of nell made the trip to Louisv'lle, their home. They have been in
his mother, Mrs. Guy Satterfield, via plane, and enroute here, vis- Sarasota, Fla., the last year.
ited her brother, Sgt. Earl DarS. Seminary street.
nell at Ft. Knox, wnom she also
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Todd,
Col. and Mrs. R. L. Putman, visited on the return trip.
San Antonio, Tex., are visiting
. . .
Atlanta, Ga., will arrive TueaMrs. R. D. Garrett and Miss
duy for a visit to her parents,
Mrs. Godfrey Childress, * Val- Katharine Garrett. Mrs. Todd is
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Taylor, High- halla, N. Y„ is visiting her moth- the- former Jean Curtis Osborne,
land Avenue.
er, Mrs. Shell Smith, Eddyville a neice of Mrs. Garrett.
•
.
•
Road.
Rev. and Mrs. David W. Schulherr will leave Monday for Scap
Mr. and Mrs George Eldred
W . U. Johnson
poose. Ore., for a two weeks' and son, John Shelley, have reJ. Y. O'Buunon
vacation with relatives.
turned from Richards Landing,
Canada, where they spent a two I
Miss Audie Green, Murray, weeks' vacation.
For Immediate
visited friends here Friday.
'
•
*
. . .
Delivery O n
Mrs. W. M. Dunagan, Oodfrey,
Miss Mary Virginia Meadows 111., arrived Monday for a brief
has returned from Richmond, vis.it tb her sister, Mrs. Henry
M O N U M E N T S
where she spent five weeks at Sevison, and Mr. Sevlion, EddyStephen Foster Music Camp.
ville
Road.
She
was
accompan|
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
. . .
ied home Tuesday by her mothMr. and. Mrs. W. C. Sparks, er, Mrs. E. Porterfield, who has
LARGEST IN WEST KY.
Suzanne and Bill returned home been at the home of the SeviSunday after a six weeks' trip sen's for several months.
to Yellowstone Park, other points
Paducah Granite
Mr and Mrs R. H. Dalzell
in the West and Canada.
. . .
and daughters, Roberta and PatMarble, Stone Co.
Mrs. Ray Ellis returned to her sy, returned Monday from a ten
402 South 3rd Street
home in Atlanta, Ga., Wednes- days' vacation to points in Tenday after a visit to her mother, nessee, Georgia ^and Florida.
Paducah, Kentucky
Mrs. J. A. Stegar, Locust street.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Thomas Page
Mr. Ellis, who spent several days
Phone 799
here last week, returned home and daughter left Tuesday for
Richmond,
where
they
will
make
last weekend.

...

...

Council

The woman's Council of the
First Christian Church met at
7:30 in the sanctuary, with Mrs.
Lester Cartwrlght as leader of
the first missionary program.
In the center of the sanctuary
a beautiful and impressive worship center with candle light
provided a fitting scene for the
theme, "We Bear Witness", which
is also to be the theme of the
Women's Council study for the
coming year, comparing Evangelism in Bible Times with our
crusade for a Christian World
today.
Following the program hour,
the business session was conducted by the president, Mr^
Charlie Gaddie, after which the
group of SO adjourned to the
basement for a brief social hour,
prepared by hostess chairman,
Mrs. Hazel Dobbins.

•

Left above is Robert Lee Hayes and the other husky
is the twin brother, William Luther, 3-months-old sons
of Mr. and Mrs. Pedro Hayes, Hopkinsville road. Notwithstanding Robert's apparent dislike for the man with
the camera when this picture was taken, the twins have
even and happy dispositions and have a large circle of
admirers in Princeton.

Pjesilo-ncdl

The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mre. Harold W. Loyd,
on the birth of a daughter,' Alta
Mae, July 23, at St. Joseph's Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. Mrs. Tom
Hammonds, McNary street, is
maternal grandmother.
•

•

•

Mr. and Mrs. Louie Delmar
Wisdom, Good street, on the
birth of a 6on, Kerry Dean,
July 17.
•

•

•

Mr. and Mre. Guy Jewell,
Cobb, Route 1, on the birth of
a son, Earl Winfred,
• • • July 11.
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Autry,
Hawthorne street, on the birth
of a son, Thomas Walter, Monday, July , 14. The baby weighed
7 pounds and five ounces. Grand-

Mrs. C. A. Pepper will return
Monday from Bay City, Tex.,
after a month's visit
to her
daughter. Mrs. Paul Palmer, the
former Jane Pepper.

•

•

...

...

k

Come in and be measured and fitted in the right
Garment and Bra.
I will be at PURDY'S on the corner across
from Court House every Saturday.

Pauline Clift

...
...

Mr. and Mrs. Buford Todd,
Hopkinsville, spent last weekend with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Wm. Pickering, Locust
street.

.

Mrs. W. R. Simon and son,
Jon, Oak Ridge, Tenn., are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
David Stallings, and family, of
the LewistoWn community. Mr
Simon, a designing engineer with
Carbon
Carbide Co.
in Oak
Ridge, returned home last week
after several days' visit.
I
. . .
4 Mr. and Mrs. Fred Howard and
children, Mary Kajtherine and
Frances Lee, Chicago, 111., are
euests of Dr. and Mrs. C. F.
Engelhardt, N. Jefferson street.
The Howards are former residents here.

parents are Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Glass, Hawthorne street, and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Autry, of
Mississippi.

CHARIS CORSETIERE

...

Mrs. M. M. Olander and daughter, Suzanne, returned to their
home in Sylvania, O., Sunday
after a visit to Mrs. dander's
mother, Mrs. Shell Smith, Eddyville Road.

Miss Mavis Darnell. New York
•
•
•
Harry Joe Long is in New City, spent last week with her
Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Orleans, La., on a two weeks' parents,
Darnell, Star Route. Miss Darvacation.

Mr. and Mrs. William Satterfield and children. Billy and

I A M YOUR

m-

Dade Park Races
Aug. 2 to Sept. 1
(Inclusive)

Racing Daily Except
Sunday
7 Races Daily, 8 Saturdays
and Labor Day

Post Time First Race
2 p.m.
Track located on U. S. Highway 41 three miles from
Evansville, Ind., and five miles
from Henderson, Ky.
DADE PARK JOCKEY CLUB
> Incorporated.

Prescriptions

WOOD DRUG STORE
Phone 611

Mr. and Mrs. Lucian B. Kelly,
Princeton, on the birth of a
son, July 15. He has been named James Larry.

...

Mr. and Mrs. James Wesley
I Russell, Princeton, on the birth
I of a daughter, Shirlene, July 21.
. . .
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Hay
Wood, Depot street, on the birth
of a daughter, July 27. She has
been named Wanda Sue.
Eggs tend to dry out in the
carton because some moisture
evaporates from the shell. Transfer eggs from their cartoon to
a covered container in the refrigerator.

Ora L. Adams

Secretary Of State

Buy Your Blankets

TVcUt *hmtef
Our sprighdy new EASY GOERS

Today-——

have arrived. With the dash,
the fit, the leathers that give yon
your money's worth many

SELECT O N

LAY-AWAY

times over. EASY GOERS are
the shoes you'll keep on the

Cotton Blankets - 249

jgo all day long.

*

5 % Wool - 398
Be Sure To Have

Your

Blankets For School.
Advertittd in

Special - Prints - 39c yd.

GOOD
HODSEKSEPINC
CHASM
PHOTOPLAT

Slenderizing treatment down the front
. . . attractive pocket tabs...
mnch value for a small price.
Blue, Mint Green, Sand.

CLAMOUB

H - t - t

\

Pu/uLfX

Princeton Shoe Co.
"Fine

Shoes

Fitted by

X-Ray"

proportioned to fit you

QcdcSUiGAnesiX

'Princeton's Finest Department Store"

I

CM

1
Thursdo^M]

Thundoy, J0|y

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Boys To Compete
In Rifle Tests

FURNITURE GOES INTO V E T E R A N ' S H O M E — A GI "dream house", built and furnished for a disabled soldier, Richard Icenhower, begins to receive furniture at Springfield, 111. (July 24) in preparation for its public inspection this weekend. Icenhower is
confined to a wheel chair and doorways are extra wide and light switches are at a low
level for him. V F W organized a campaign to finance Icenhower's house and he'll get
deed at July 30 ceremony. ( A P Wirephoto)

Look

VOTE FOR

JESSE JONES

RADIO
Repair

Railroad Commissioner
\

Subject to the Action of Democratic Primary

V

August 2, 1947

All Makes

THANK YOU!

Service Guaranteed

Endorsed by the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen

BUY

ON

PRINCETON
LUMBER CO.
S. Seminary St.
Phone 260

OUR

LAY-AWAY PLAN
50c holds any Purrey Blanket50c a week pays for a Purrey!

My space today is given to
Oldham Clarke, eminent Louisville lawyer, who tells us why
he thinks a convention should
be called to revise our state
constitution. The opposition will
have its say in a future article.
Says Mr. Clarke:
"The question to be decided
in November is not whether w
shall have a new constitution; It
is whether we shall call a convention to reepmmend changes
in the present oenstitution to
the people for approval.
"In order to answer this
question it is necessary to deter
mine only two points: (1) Is
there need to revise and bring
up to date the constitution of
1891? (2) Is a constitutional convention so dangerous that the
people would be better off living with the present defects
than running the risk of a convention?
"Answering the second point
first, the people would elect to
the convention 100 delegates
whose work could not become
effective until approved by the
people.
"There are other safeguards;
every proposed change would
be thoroughly debated by the
convention. These debates would
be reported and discussed thoroughly debated by the convention. These debates would be reported and discussed continuously in the press and on the radio.
The people would be informed
and the knowledge that the voter has the last word would be
a controlling factor in determining the action of the convention.
"What could be more democratic than this? Anyone who believes in the democratic process
should approve the calling of
a convention whose delegates
would be elected for the specific
purpose
of
recommending
changes in the constitution.
"If several changes in the constitution are needed, a convention
is the only practical and feasible
method of working out and submitting the needed changes to
the people. There is nothing in
the convention process for a
democratic people to fear.
"There are many defects in
the constitution on which there
is almost universal agreement.
Among these are:
"Too many elections are required by the present constitution.
"Many 6tate officials must be
elected who should be appointed,
and they cannot succeed themselves in office, even though
their experience would be a valuable asset to the state.
"Sixty days every two years
is not sufficient time for the
Legislature to determine the policy of a $60,000,000.00 annual
business. The state was doing
a $2,000,000.00 annual business
in 1890.
"The sections dealing with corporations should be rewritten.
"Many needed consolidations
of governmental activities are
prevented by the constitution.
"The' section relating to the
distribution of school funds prevents development of an efficient
program of public education.
"The revenue provisions of the
constitution should be revised.
"The low salary limitation
should be liberalized so as to
permit the payment of adequate
salaries to state officers and employes.
"The fee system should be
abolished, especially exorbitant
fees paid to back tax collectors
—and this goes hand in hand
with the salary limitation, since,
under this limitation, it is impossible to employ competent experts on a full-time basis to do

Approximately 75 boys, potential champions of
Kentucky
Junior Conservation Clubs Moskett and rifle contests, will participate in "the shoot for the
crowns" to be held August 23
in conjunction with the Franklin County Sportsmen's Club
two-day carnival which will be
staged on the King farm near
Frankfort.
Participants in the statewide
contests are winners of their respective district shoots, which attracted top performers from
each club in in the districts.
Champions will be crowned in
moskett, individual, two-man and
four-man rifle teams. Teams
must be made up of boys from
the same club, but the best four
individual shotsfortk district may
not be grouped together to represent that district in the finals
unless they are members of the
this work.
"Home rule for cities should
be authorized by the constitution.
"Many legislative and numerous useless sections should be
eliminated.
"The method provided for
amending or revising the constitution should be simplified.
"There are many major defects in our state constitution.
A convention is the method provided for revision when numerous changes are needed. A convention is safe and democratic."

same club, Ed Adams, superintendent of Junior Club organization, points out. The shoot will
begin promptly at 1 o'clock and
continue until championships are
decided.
Torphies and prizes will be
presented to winners and runnersup in each class by Earl
Wallace, director of the Division
of Game and Fish.

MRS.

FORREST
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Democratic Candidal
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STATE TREASURER
Your support greatly apprecuU
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Finkel's Fair Store
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FUNK

Democratic Candidate
for

Attorney General
Bom in Bullitt County, Kentucky, June 14, 1895
about five miles north of Shepherdsville at Brook
Station; attended county graded school and LouisviU,
Training High School at Beechmont, Kentucky; gra,j.
N
uated from University of Louisville in 1917 with Law
degree; enlisted in Officers Training School, Ft. Benjamin Harrison, July 1917; served for duration
as lieutenant in World War I, discharged in 1919; married Myrtle Childers of Brooks St*
tion, Kentucky, on August 2, 1917; has four children: Mrs. C. L. Troutwine, Mrs. Robert
Stone, A. E. Funk, Jr., and Mrs. O. J. Gonnella; farmed after discharge from Army until
1923; began practice of law in Shepherdsville, Kentucky, in 1923, in office of Judge C. p.
Bradbury; later opened own office and practiced privately until elected County Attorney
of Bullitt County in 1929; served as County Attorney from 1930 to 1934, after which form«d
partnership with Hon. C. M. C. Porter with law offices located in Shepherdsville, Kentuc.
ky, with firm name of Funk & Porter until 1936 when he was appointed Assistant Attor.
ney General by Hon. B. M. Vincent; reappointed Assistant Attorney General by Hon. Hubert Meredith in 1937 and 1940; assigned to Department of Highways; was Democratic
nominee for Attorney General in 1943 and was narrowly defeated by a few hundred votn
Established a law firm in Frankfort in 1944 and is now practicing law there as the senior
partner in the firm of Funk, Chancellor and Darnell; has been active in Democratic politics since about 16 years of age; member of Methodist Church, Masonic Lodge and Elks,
American Legion, American Bar Association, Kentucky Bar Association, and admitted to
practice in all State and Federal Courts and Supreme Court of the United States.
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Thomson P h i
407 S. Dearbol
Chicago 5, Illii

Pasteurized Milk Is

NOT
BOILED OR COOKED
In Pasteurization the Board of Health
requires that milk be held at 143 degrees for 30 minutes to kill all harmful bacteria found in milk that is not
pasteurized.

COOKING COMMENCES" 160

PASTEURIZATION

143

143
138

TUBERCULOSIS

137

GERMS KILLED

139

STREP THROAT-

133

GERMS KILLED

Thermometer shows temperatures at
which fatal disease germs are killed
in pasteurization.

up your cfl

A

We pick

K

PASTEURIZATION
SCARLET FEVER TONSILITIS

Phone

GERMS KILLED

GERMS KILLED— 1 4 0

UNDULANT FEVER.

The]
on $ant

160

"TYPHOID -- DYSENTRY
GERMS KILLED

130

"DIPTHERIA

GERMS KILLED

98.6

BODY T E M P E R A T U R E .

Germs mul-

tiply rapidly in unpasteurized milk.
32

FREEZING

Pasteurized milk is not boiled or cooked. It is scientifically heated to a temperature of 143 degrees Fahrenheit, according to State Board of Health regulations, and kept at this temperature for 30 minutes. This destroys all harmful bacteria and does not affect the taste.
The illustrative thermometer chart (above) shows the pasteurizing: temperature and the particular temperatures at which harmful and deadly germs are killed. Maintenance of this 143 degree temperature is necessary to permanently obliterate the germs.

INSIST ON THIS PROTECTION IN THE
MILK YOU EEED YOUIt FAMILY!

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.

\

SPECIAL PRICE

, rb , Mi8«'» n a r 3
rir«t Pre»byterlf

"I'm as interested in hotel values
as in farm-implement values.
I get more value when I stay at
the Brown Hotel-it's better.
£
If*2* but not more expensive."

Ca
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Mr. and Mrs. Ragon Cummins
and son, Gerald, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Lois McKinney at Gallatin, Tenn., last week.
A large crowd attended the
home-coming and grave yard
cleaning at Cross Roads church
last Thursday.
There
was a
bountiful spread of good eats at
'he noon hour. The cemetery, s(f
beautifully
cleaned and well
kept, brought many compliments
to the caretakers, Mr. and Mrs.
William.

To Judge A Farmer's

T-5 D. C. Wright, of U. S.
Army, stationed at Ft. Jackson,
S. C., has been here for a visit
to home folk.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Ladd and
Mrs. Homer White and daughter, Christine,
of Wheatcroft,
Colo., have been visiting relatives here for the last two weeks.
Mrs. Edd Burgess and little
daughter have been ill.
The women of this community
are still at war
with
bean
beetles.
Mrs. Jeff Graham, of Oklahoma, recently visited her brother, Luther Hays and Mrs. Hays.
Mrs. Graham is remembered as

Lock at this clover or alfalfa
bids Strong, healthy, rich
jjver or alfalfa means that
every crop in his rotation will
benefit. Put Four Leaf NOW
o" clover or alfalfa, and in
felds you'll seed to clover or
iBtlfa. It will mix into the
d and won't leach out!
ii the way to improve
your soil permanently and at
small cost! Four Leaf is the
kev to more profitable farm-

C

Thomson Phosphate Co,
107 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago 5, Illinois

Miss Fanny May Hays, who was
reared in this community, but
for last several years, has made
her home in Oklahoma.
Mrs. Aline Wood and children,
of Cambria, 111., has been visiting her mother, Mrs. Chas. Hale
and Mr. Hale.
The ice cream supper at this
place last Saturday night was
well attended and nice little income was realized. This affair
was sponsored by the Ladies
Homemakers Club and proceeds
will go to the Caldwell County
hospital fund.

YOU

Mrs. Elwood Ladd, who has
been visiting relatives in this
county for last few \veeks, left
for Detroit last week for a short
visit to her parents. From there
she will go to Los Angeles, Calif.,
where she will join "her husband,
who has been in the Navy for
tha last four years.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Creasey and
daughter, Patsy, of Colo., have
been visiting relatives here and
in Dawson Springs.
Miss Odell Dillingham of Florida waa here for the graveyard
cleaning.

Mr. and Mrs. Shellie White
have been enjoying n vacation
trip in Miami, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Deoham,
of Herron, 111., recently visited,
relatives here.
Rayburn and Raleigh Young,
of Princeton, were guests of Mr.
ahd Mrs. R. B. Cook last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac McCormick
and children called on Mr. and
Mrs. Denzil Orton, Wednesday
night.
Gaydon Mitchell
spent last
week visiting his grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Mitchell.

OUR FALL
COLLECTION

Awaits Your
Discriminating Inspection
Quality and integrity are be-

Dead Stock
WANTED
id of Health
| at 143 de111 all harmi that is not

hind each hat bearing
famous Knox label.

ontc

The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick

$

54.95

a t

up your dead stock promptly, free of charge and

Princeton Lumber Co.

on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.

S. Seminary S t

We pick up horses, cows and hogs.

(Incorporated)

N o needle to change! Permanent sapphire stylus—easy
on your records. Starts automatically when you place the
tone arm on the record,

Princeton, Ky
We pay all phone charges

You get General Elect lie's
natural color tone in both
radio and phonograph. Tone
control, and an oversize ( f W )
Dynapower speaker. A joy to
look at, too, in rich American
walnut and maple finish,

Do You Have a
of 143 des tempera;he p a r t i a lis 143 de

Candidate For

World's

Resources

NEAR AS OUR

Cayce-Yost's Heating Experts

exclusively yours,

Phone 260

Call

Heating Problem?

the

DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY Aug. 2, 1947

PRESCRIPTION ROOM

Have A Solution To Your Problem

The Outstanding Heaters In
In Their Fields-

Your physician gives you a prescription—just a little- slip
of paper—but to compound it correctly, our pharmacists
may have to draw upon the world's resources.

It is not

uncommon for a prescription to require drugs and chemicals
gathered from a score of countries, purified, blended and

Before you make your plans for keeping warm this winter

compounded as only skilled pharmacists know how, to make
the medicine that exactly fits your needs.

See these fine lines.

In Hopkinsville It's

County

First: I wish to say that I will ever be grateful for the fine support that you gave me four years ago in my race for State Senator.
Second: It is my sincere hope that you will again support me
in my endeavor to be State Superintendent of Public Instruction.

in having ample stocks to make this possible.

Corner Drug Store
PHONE 1

(Incorporated)

We take pride

To The People of Caldwell

Should I not see you personally, I hope you will consider this
my personal appeal to you for your vote and influence.
Very truly yours,

Hoy McDonald

Try For Trophy
Little Billie Poole has returned to his home at Clarksville,
Tenn., after a two-weeks' vacation with his aunts, Mrs. Flint
Trotter and Mrs. C. N. Rollins.
Misa
Amalyllis Rollins
is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Edd Lisenbee, in Clarksville, Tenn.
A birthday dinner was given
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Sisk Sunday, July 20, in
honor of her 47th birthday.
Guests were Mr. Morton Sisk,
Mrs. C. N. Rollins and children,
Violet, Martha, Bobby Joe and
Gale; Mrs. Cora Cavanah, Mr.
and Mrs. Garland Bell, Mr. Clarence Sisk and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Rollins.
Mr. Homer Fuller won third
prize in the motorcycle race Sunday. Mr. Fuller dlso flew his
first plane Monday. He is a son
of Mrs. Flint Trotter, 316 Dawson Road.
Wednesday night guests of
Mrs. C. N. Rollins were Mrs.
George Franklin and two grand-

Seventy-seven UhWerilty of
Kentucky ROTC cadets taking
summer training at Ft. Meade,
Md„ may bring back the famed "Warrior of the Pacific" trophy when they return to the
University late this summer.
They are now engaged In sharpshooting competition as a team
against other ROTC units at Ft.
Meade and throughout the natidn for the trophy annually
presented for rifle marksmanship by the University of Hawaii.

Kentucky lamb chops, roasts
and steaks are known the country over for their tenderness and
delicacy of flavor. Cheaper cuts,
too, such as the shoulder, neck,
breast, and shank may be made
into a variety of delightful dishes as suggested in the leaflet,
"Lamb for Kentucky Tables,"
available from offices of county
and home agents, or from the
UK College of Agriculture and
Home
Economics,
Lexington.
Here is a recipe taken from that
leaflet.
LAMB ROAST
2 pounds ground lamb
»
1 cup bread crumbs
2 tablespoons minced onion
Vi cup chili sauce
1 teaspoon chopped parsley
2 eggs
1 cup milk
teaspoons salt
Dash of pepper
Combine the ground lamb,
bread crumbs and seasonings.
Add the slightly beaten eggs and
milk. Mix thoroughly. Place in a
loaf pan or ring mold and bake
in a moderate oven, 350 degrees,
for about 1 hour.
The use of mint with lamb is
generally liked, either in t h e
form of jelly, mint sauce or in
a combination cabbage and mint
salad. For the latter, use the proportion of 1 tablespoon of choppel mint to 1 cup of chopped
cabbage, and serve with sour
cream dressing.
To make minf" sauce, dissolve
1 tablespoon of sugar in a half
cup of mild vinegar and pour

sons, Robert and Leon Powell,
Mrs. Flint Trotter and granddaughter, Sue Fuller? Mrs. Ben
Hackney, Mrs. Austin Lamb and
daughter, Gloria.
Mrs. Eugene Rollins is visiting
her husband's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. N. Rollins.
Mrs. Eugene Rollins and Miss
Violet Rollins visited Mrs. Virgil
Cummins Friday.
Miss Violet Rollins is spending the week-end with Mr. and
Mrs. Travis Sisk and family.

Vote For Harry F. Walters,
Advocate of Good Farm Laws

Known far and wide as a
champion of good farm laws
Harry F. Walters of Shelby
County is a candidate well qualified for the office of Commissioner of Agriculture.
He is FIRST a farmer. He has
owned and operated a large body
of Shelby County land all his
life. He is one of Shelby county's outstanding business men.
He served as county judge for
six years and installed the balanced budget system, placing the
county on the road to freedom
from debt.
The livestock, dairy, tobacco,
and other agricultural men have
learned to turn to Judge Walters
for sympathetic and effective aid.
In the legislature since 1940 he
has sponsored more farm legislation than any other member.
He is a member of the agriculture committee and for three
terms its chairman. He fought
for and secured enactment of
the pure seed act, Kentucky
filled milk law, and a law enabling the old burley pool to make
advance payments. He sponsored
and fought through the Legislature the bill to take the State
Fair out of politics, a law which
means so much to Kentucky's
great horse show and livestock
exposition.
Judge Walters has served as a
member of the State Board of
Agriculture and a member of the
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Is a t a x p a y e r in Caldwell County
He is a b l e , Efficient, Courteous, Experienced
He will appreciate

YOUR

VOTE

SEAT COVERS

TIRES

FOR ALL CARS

*}iuuianJtsuijcL ,NV«

BICYCLES

600x16
650x16

PAINT

$4.85 gal

Bicycle

Less in 5 gal. pails

M A Y

Accessories

A t K E A C I I ' S in Hopkinsville

A DEMOCRAT

ON

EVERYTHING

SENSIBLE
FOR

PRICES

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

And what do me mean by a sensible price? The lowest price that still assures you good quality. W e never, never sacrifice quality to price. That
wouldn't be sensible, for quality plays the Number One role in V A L U E .

For Lieutenant
Governor
A FRIEND O F
Caldwell County

Our prices give you the qualities you want, need, should have—at prices
you'll find it hard to match anywhere else. And that makes sense, especially when you have big school-clothes shopping ahead of you!

SALS3URY SAL
I'm

Strong
I'm

from

as a

*Tarzan

Big and I'm
That

2-Tablet

Tall—
Treatment

Of Good R I N - O - S A L t
Chickens grow fatter and mature earlier whan given Dr. Saltbury'i REN-OS A t r e g u l a r l y in thalr
drinking water—with the /
/
customary rations, ef
A
course. REN-O-SAl payil /
/ I

Our largest selection of fine furniture in y e a r s has
our floors and warehouses bulging. With fall m e r c h a n dise on the way we must make room by reducing our
present stock at once.

Racks and R a c k s of
FALL
DRES
A Double-Purpose
Medicine—II Alio
Controls
Ucal C o c c i d i o s l .

3.98 buys prettiest rayons ever at this
thrifty price! More, they're beauti-

fully made with fine

*0the

ACTNi
THE A D V A
• SAM! HIGH
DtlUXI QUI
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i f l B Stores
SUPER VALUES!

Vote For

Board of Trustees of the University of Kentucky. His son and
two sons-in-law were members
of the Armed Forces in World
War II and all three of them saw
overseas service. He has been a
member of the Board of Trustees
of the Old Masons Home of Kentucky for many years. He is a
charter member of the Farm Bureau, a Rotarian, a lifelong member of the Christian church and
chairman of the official board.
No candidate has better qualifications for the office sought
than Harry F. Walters. Give him
your vote in the Democratic primary election, August 2.
(Pol. Adv.)

piportsnce oi ^
. tob»cco Is strj

construction

features
of more expensive lines!
Finest quality rayon—you know by
its soft, silky f e e l ! And
feminine
trim! Solid colors. 3-14.

L^
3
g ^ ^ a ^ l
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'

W o o d Drug Store
Phone

S11

Prlnc.ton,

Ky.

When Your
Back Hurts
A n d Y o u r Strength and
Energy I» Below Par

S E E what fine girls* dresses we have
f o r 2 . 9 8 ! Wonderful, washable school
cottons, e»preshrunk or Sanforised 1 .
These gay color combinations don't

thovo toil quickly! And trims—em*

broidery, applique, piping, rick-rack,
vestees! 3-6, 7-14.

It may be cmueed by disorder of kidney function that permits poisonous
waste to accumulate. For truly many
people feel tired, weak and miaerable
when the kldneya fall to remove exeaaa
acids and other waate matter from the
blood.
You may Buffer nagging backache,
rheumatic pains, headachee, dlaalneaa,
iting

Bp

nights,

lef

pains,

Just An Old Time
Price-Slashing
Clearance Sale
featuring

VALUE PLUS

Here I s W l i a l W e
Mean By V a l u e s
LIVING ROOM: Your choice from a
selection of five suites, regularly
priced to $189.95.
( A P
¥ | | J |
V W

awellinf.

(Incorporated)

9 FLOORS

flj

PERIOD SOFAS. Lawson. Duncan
Phyfe or Chippendale.
Regularly
priced up to $189.00.

RED ROOM: Four piece suites — t Q C
Your choice of three styles in maple,
tfHjJ
walnut or oak.

K metimee frequent and scanty urina-

tion with smarting and burning la another aifn that something la wrong with
the kldneya or bladder.
There ahould be no doubt that prompt
treatment la wiser than neglect. Uee
Dean's fills. It ia better to relv on a
medicine that haa won countrywide approval than on eomething leee favorably
known. Dean's have bean triad end teeted
at all drug atom.
d m *many
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ulletin Reports
^arimental Work
[Curing Tobacco

:
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of humidity in cur-

TSwceo is stress* in a new
' itin o' t h e U n i v e n , i t y ' ,of
Experiment Station
ucky
" .-i-he Relation of Curing
lonJ to Quality in Burley
MCCO"
llive humidity during curj. much more critical than
Mature in its influonce
l l the quality of cured Burtobacco, it is stated.
„ best humidity for curing
, Burley is 65 to 70 percent.
f ijrge tobacco may cure
, t 5 to 10 percent lower
r d l t y , as may tobacco closely
L^d m the barn.
|A loss of value of about 10
Lent may be expected at 75
Tg percent relative humidity
L a loss of 25 to 60 percent
ho to 85 percent relative hu-

Need

JTo/io*

J
•

a

relative

humidity

prevents best results in curI A loss in total value of 5
pent may be expected at 55
60 percent relative humidity

I d a loss of 10 percent below

Profits From Pasture

Robert Hume, Grant county
agent, gives some figures to
show that dairy profits come
mostly from pasture. Seventeen
herds on test In the county had
an average Income of $134.97
a cow last year. Of this amount
only $13.59 was made during
the winter months from November to March Inclusive. The
balance, $121.38, was made during April through October, when
pasture was the principal feed.

Harvests Fescue Seed

Sanders Brothers of Garrard
county harvested 7,250 pounds of
uncleaned Kentucky 31 fescue
seed from
acres. The fescue
was seeded last fall at the rate
of four pounds to the acre In
rows 18 inches apart.
50 percent relative humidity.
In regard to temperature, the
bulletin says that good quality
Burley tobacco can be cured at
temperatures from 65 to 95 degrees, provided the relative humidity is right.
The bulletin gives conclusions
about curing Burley as found
in 10 years of experimental
work. Copies may be had from
county agents or by writing to
the Agricultural Experiment Station at Lexington.

Babe Didrikson Cops Some Records
As 'World's Best Housewife', Too

Women Learn About
Home Furnishings
Miss Mildred Dunn, home
demonstration agent, summarizes
in this way some of the practices adopted by Barren county
homemakers as a result of a
study of home furnishings during the past few months: 207
rooms papered or painted* 27
soft floor covering bought, furniture re-arranged in 124 rooms,
229 window shades bought or
renovated, 296 pairs of glass
curtains and 55 pairs of draperies bought, 177 pairs of curtains
and draperies adjusted to correct length, and cornice boards
ma(ie for windows in 16 rooms.

(AP
Nawsfsstursa)
just threw it together."
By Adlaide Kerr
"Well it looks good," said
Golf champion Babe Didrikson George. "She has the walls in the
is more famous for her work with living room pale blue. And the
a brassle than a broom, but her
chairs and the rugs are kind of
husband says she is a wonderful
rosy red. She made her own
housekeeper, too.
drapes. They're kiijd of flowered.
Her husband is Geroge Zaha"Babe's a good cook, too. She
rias, one time wrestler and now
can fry chicken like nobody's
a fight promoter in D e n v e r ,
business.
where he and "the champ" live
"But the best is she never fusin a sizable house surrounded by
ses at me. If I leave my clothes
rose gardens.
lyin' on a chair—you know how
"Babe's the perfect wife," he you will sometimes—she Just
said with an appreciative grin picks 'em up as she walks by
just after the American women's and hangs 'em up In the closet.
golf champion came home from Just like I'd put 'em there myThe wanderoo is a species of
Scotland with her sixteenth con- self."
monkey found in Ceylon.
secutive tournament championSECRETARY OF
WAR—Kenship, the British women's amaneth C. Royall
(above) reteur golf title.
dacts oath taking ccremoiiit*,
"She's got a system women
in Washington, D. C., in which
he became secretary of war would marvel at. She goes
D E M O C R A T I C CANDIDATE FOR STATE AUDITOR
(July 24), succeeding Robert through that house like lightning.
Patterson, who resigned. (AP She never lets any work stand
I n the Primary o n Saturday, August 2
around. She just pitches Into it
Wirephoto)
Be Is a Fayette County Man, a Former
County
—seems like she just pushes
Judge oj McCreary County, and a Pat t
those chores right out of the
Deputy V. S. Mar thai
roor in front of her.
"I think a lot of housewives
YOUR SUPPORT WILL BE APPRECIATED
.waste time just hating to tackle
the job. Babe just slams at it
Because tomatomes are the all- and does it—and then goes out
time favorite among canned veg- and plays golf."
etables, housewives are remind"Well," said Babe, ripping
ed by canning authorities at the open the package of nylons she
UK College of Agriculture and had just bought, "I've found out
Home Economics to be ready for the secret of finishing fast is to
action when this vegetable is go at it and get is done."
ready. Here . are their recomBabe was a decided contrast
mendations as to preparation of to the girl who won the British
jars and tomatoes:
championship in a pair of faded
Have you checked your Insurance with present
1. Wash the jars and lids in blue corduroy trousers, as she
clean, hot, 6oapy water and lounged in her New York hotel.
day Values? Do it at once, then call
She wore a smart hunter's green
rinse them in boiling water.
2. Place jars, glass lids and frock with a gold and emerald
screw tops in a pan of water, clip and bracelet to match.
bring to boiling point and keep
"She makes a lot of her own
clothes, too," said George pickhot until ready to use.
3. Dip rubbers and vacuum ing up his refrain. "She can
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
seal covers into boiling water knock out a house dress in a
111 W. Market St
Phone 81
couple of hours. 1 got her a nice
just before using.
4. Select fresh, sound toma- sewing machine. She's got all
those gadgets and she has to try
toes in prime condition.
5. Wash tomatoes thoroughly, 'em out. She made a lot of culotdiscarding those that have de- tes .(divided skirts) for the
Scotch trip. But It was so cold
cayed or bruised spots.
6. Dip tomatoes into boiling she couldn't wear 'em.
"She does all her own decoratwater, then quickly into cold
ing too. And she doesn't hold out
water for easy pealing.
7. Cut o<ut stem ends and peal. if she needs to paint a room or
8. Pack whole or quartered two. She gets out the old painttomatoes in hot jars and cover brush and goes to work."
Up to this point the girl who
| with boiling tomato juice to
within Vi inch of top. Add 1 has won laurels In basketball,
teaspoonful of salt to each quart. baseball, track and javelin had
9. Seal according to type of listened more than 6he talked.
jar and process in water bath Now she sat up with a new spark
for 45 minutes after water starts in her eye.
"When I go home I'm going to
boiling, or in pressure canner for
10 minutes at 5 pounds pressure. redo the whole house," she said.
10. Complete seal, cool and "I'm going to do it in eighteenth
century English. They make it
store In dark place.
now, and there is such a variety
There are at least 10,000 spe- of tables. When we bought the
place thing3 were hard to get. I
cies of wasps.

Suggestions For
Canning Tomatoes

1

t

1

M A R K CUNNINGHAM, Agent

• SAMI DIFINITt W R I T T I H
11-MONTH PRO-RATA
GUAIANTtl

PAY AS YOU RIDE ..
fNJOY DAVIS TIRES O N OUR
ttST PAY PIANI
WHY PAY MORf A N D GET
ItSS? ENJOY f A M O U S D A V I S
HIES ON OUR CAR N O W AT
THESE NEW I O W P R I C I S I

Western Auto Associate Stor
lain St.

Home Owned

By

Home Operated

J O E P. W I L C O X
I?'. Main St.

.

Princeton

IN

Saturday, August 9, 1947, at Two O'clock P.M.,
TO SELECT NOMINEES FOR DIRECTORS A N D
ADVISORY COMMITTEEMEN FOR THE
ENSUING Y E A R .
PAUL RUDOLPH,

INCREASES
in monthly rates for local exchange telephone service
and intra-state message toll service in the State o f
Kentucky filed with the Kentucky Public Service
Commission July 10, 1947,

TO BECOME EFFECTIVE AUGUST 1, 1947
under the provisions of the Kentucky Statutes, are
as follows:
,
LOUISVILLE, including those customers at Anchorage, Fern Creek, Harrods Creek, Jeffersontown, Pewee Valley and Pleasure Ridge Park who subscribe
for Louisville Service:
CLASS OF LOCAL SERVICE
(Following increases apply where respective classes of service are offered)
BUSINESS
RESIDENCE
Individual Line
$ .25
Individual Line
$ .15
4-Party Line
.25
2-Party Line
15
5-Party Line
.25
4-Party Line
.25
Rural Line
.25
5-Party Line
.25
Rural Line
.25

Allen, Allensville, Anchorage, Bagdad, Bardstown, Beattyville, Beaver Dam, Bedford, Benton, Bloomfleld, Bowling
Green, Burgin, Cadiz, Calhoun, Campbellsburg, Carlisle,
Carroll ton, Central City, Chaplin, Clay, Clinton, Clintonville, Cloverport, Corbln, Cornishville, Corydon, Crab Orchard, Crofton, Cynthiana, Danville, Dawson Springs, Depoy,
Dixon, Drakesboro, Earlington, Eddyville, Edgoten, Elkton,
Eminence, Ensor, Fern Creek, Finchville, Ford, Frankfort,
Franklin, ( Fredonia, Fulton, Georgetown, Gilbertsvllle, Gracey, Greenville, Guthrie, Habit, Hanson, Hardinsburg, Harlan, Harrodsburg, Harrods Creek, Hawesville, Henderson,
Hickman, Hopkinsville, Island, Jackson, Jeffersontown,
Junction City, LaFayette, LaGrange, Lawrenceburg, Lebanon Junction, Little Rock, Livermore, Louisa, Maceo, Mackville, Madisonville, Marion, Mayfield, Maysville, Middlesboro, Millersburg, Milton, Mooresville, Morganfleld, Morgantown, Mortons Gap, Mt. Eden, Mt Sterling, Murray, Nebo,
Neon, New Castle, New Haven, North Middletown, North
Pleasurevllle, Nortonvllle, Owensboro, Owenton, Paducah,
Paintsville, Panther, Paris, Pembroke, Perryville, Pewee
Valley, Pikeville, Pilot View, Pineville, Pleasant Ridge,
Pleasure Ridge Park, Port Royal, Prestonsburg, Princeton,
Providence, Richmond, Russellville, Sadieville, Salvisa, Sebree, Sharon Grove, Shawhan, Shelbyvllle, Simpsonville,
Slaughters, Smithfield, Sorgho, Springfield, Stamping
Ground, Stanford, Stanley, Stanton, St. Charles, Sturgis,
Sulphur, Taylorsville, Trenton, Utica, Waco, Waddy, Waverly, Wayland, West Louisville, West Point, Whitesburg,
Whitesville, Williamsburg, Willisburg, Winchester, Woodburn

(Following increases apply where respective classes of service are offered)

m

THE
CONVENTIONAL
WAY.

VMo-wmi
7
5

BUSINESS
Individual Line
2-Party Line
4-Party Line
5-Party Line
Multi-Party Line
Rural Line
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No one today questions the fact that the whole future of the
United States may rest in the very clouds over your head. And
the new, reorganized Air Forces give thousands of eligible young
men an opportunity tatakean active part in building America's
air power . . . on the ground as well as in the sky.
You may, for example, enlist in the Air Forces for three
years. If you have a specialty which will qualify you, you may
also be able to enlist in a grade at higher pay.
If you have had Air Forces experience, you may join the Air
Reserve and continue your military aviation training outside of
business hours.
Or, you may join the Air National Guard and perhaps become
eligible for advanced technical training at special Air National
Guard schools.
On Air Force Day, make a point offindingout everything
about your Air Forces - especially the new Aviation Career Plan
s can be obtained at your U. S. Army
described below. Full
Recruiting Station.

When you are selected to attend the course of your choice,
you enlist in the Army Air Forces for 3 , 4 or 5 years. After your
basic training period you are guaranteed the education you have
selected to make you a specialist in the type of work you want.
Get a list of all the schools and courses open to you under
the AAF Aviation Career Plan at your U. S. Army Recruiting
Station.

I ' Z a r " * B^todoaatharaat.
1

AMERICA'S AIR POWER

Today the Army Air Forces offer high school graduates an
unprecedented opportunity to get thefinestaviation schooling
on earth — and select your school or course before you enlist.
The AAF Career Plan is unlike anything ever offered before.
It permits selected high school graduates to apply and qualify
for AAF specialized courses of their own choice. Simply go to
your U. S. Army Recruiting Station, advise the Recruiting Officer
die kind of aviation training you want and he will provide you
with an application blank and a complete list of available courses.

*<n<,M>
twvifolf
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HELP BUILD

NOW—THE WORLD'S GREATEST
OPPORTUNITY
FOR A CAREER IN AVIATION

<9? SAVES HOT WATER j
mean
Karly

Revolutionary Development In
General-Purpose Tractor
Design Announced By Local
John Deere Dealer

on AIR FORCE DAY, AUGUST 1ST

WASHES CLOTHES

. N. Lusby Co.
Princeton, Ky.

Secretary.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

.i —

See how the BENDIX

I

CLASS OF LOCAL SERVICE

SEE OUR fO ST/I A
HIT
SHOW/

|8ENDIX"Home laundry

1

PRINCETON, KY.,

V O T E FOR HARRY N. J O N E S

^

• SAMI HIGH DAVIS
DHUXi QUALITY
(Formrly $14.80 plul tax)

MASS MEETING AT COURTHOUSE

*

U. S. ARMY RECRUITING SIRVICI

Basement Floor of Courthouse
Princeton, Ky.

•

Many Advantages Claimed
For New Roll-O-Matic
"Knee-Action" Front
Wheels
Farmers of this community
will be interested to know that
Robinson Implement Co., local
John Deere Farm Equipment
Dealer, is announcing a revolutionary development in generalpurpose tractor design—the new
John Deere Roll-O-Matic "kneeaction" Front Wheels.
New driving ease . . . increased riding comfort . . . new
smoothness and safety of operation, and' longer tire life are
among the advantages claimed
for this new development, according to Mr. Robinson.
Engineered by John Deere,
Roll-O-Matic' is a radical departure from conventional design. Instead of being rigidly
mounted, front wheels are free
to oscillate. The slightest up-ordown movement of either wheel is
immediately transferred through
gears which automatically equalize the load on both front tires.
This is shown in the illustration above of two John Deere
Tractors. One is equipped with
conventional rigid front wheels;
the other
with Roll-O-Matic.
The right front tires of both
are resting on a rock five inches
high. Notice that the entire front
end of the conventional tractor

RESIDENCE
Individual Line
2-Party Line
4-Party Line
5-Party Line
Multi-Party Line
Rural I^ine

.25
.25
15
.25
.25
.25

P.B.X. Stations: Message Rates, Louisville exchange, each
per month:
r

has been forced to rise the full
five inches and that one tire
is taking the full load. Now,
look at the tractor equipped with
Roll-O-Matic. Here, the rise is
only two and one-half inches—
exactly half that of the conventional tractor—and each front
tire is taking its full share of
the load.
By minimizing the up-anddown movement of the front end,
and equalizing the load between
both front wheels, Roll-O-Matic
offers a smoother, safer, more
comfortable ride, and greatly
increases front tire life. Steering, also, is greatly improved.
Mr. Robinson claims the difference is immediately apparent
upon driving one of these tractors—in the way it steers over
rough ground . . . on sidehills
. . . in furrows . . . on top of
beds . . . along the-contour . . .
in almost any operating condition. There's no fighting the
wheel, no creeping, no weaving
from side to side. With just a
guiding hand on the wheel, the
tractor literally climbs out of
furrows, "walks" right over obstructions, operates in rough
fields with greater stability.

Business
$
f
Residence
"_T_
1
Hotel & Apartment, wiring company owned
Hotel & Apartment, wiring subscriber owned

.25
.25
.25
.25

All other exchanges, each per month:
Business
$
Residence
i
Hotel & Apartment, wirinj company owned
Hotel & Apartment, wiring subscriber owned

.25
.25
.25
.15

Service Connection Charges:
Exchange Grouping—Station Basis
0-5,000 5,000-10,000 Over 10,000
(A) Instrumentalities Not in Place:
Bus.
PBX
Res.
PBX

Main Station or
Trunk —
$ .50
Main Station or
Trunk —
.50

$ .50

$1.00

.50

1.00

(B) Instrumentalities in Place:
Where service is established by the use of instrumentalities
already in place on the applicant's premises, provided no
change is made in the type or location of such instrumentalities, except changes necessary because of a change in
class or grade of service;
For entire service or any instrument utilized

$ .25

For the reconnection of private branch exchange stations, entire system or each station reconnected to
existing system

.25

The amount of the Increase in initial period rates for
message toll service within the State of Kentucky will be
five cents for calls over 56 miles. The amount of the Increase in the overtime period rate on these calls will be
no more than five cents.

Mr. Robinson says that RollO-Matic is an exclusive John
Deere feature and will be made
available for the new John
Deere Models " A " and "B"
Tractors recently announced.

Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Company
Incorporated
J. M. McAlister, Kentucky

Manager

Hopkinsville Rd.

-

mm

i
I

P.B.X. Trunks: Business Flat Rate, each per month:
Both way
1% Bus. Ind. Line Flat Rate
Inward
% Bus. Ind. Line Flat Rate

Robinson Implement Co.
Phone 127-J

$ .25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
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Will Free Rural
Roads Of Conlrol
By Politicians

Keen Johnson To
Quit U. S. Post

Mother Truman Dies

CLASSIFIED ADS

Subpoenaed

Washington — President Truman has freed ' Keen Johnson
from the draft he put on the
Kentuckian a year ago and allowed him to resign from the
post of Undersecretary of Labor.
Johnson will return to his old
job as one of the vice-presidents of Reynolds Metals Company.

Louisville^ July 30 — Rural
roads are a public service and
must be freed from control of
professional politicians and special Interest groups, Harry Lee
Waterfield said today in a statement issued at his State Campaign Headquarters.
The former Governor of KenWaterfield reiterated his po
tucky took the Labor Departsition that the first $10,000,000
ment post August 20, after the
of State Highway funds should
President overruled his plea that
be spent on rural roads each
he could not afford to take a
year "until every man, woman
Mrs. M a r t h a
E. Truman government job paying $10,000 a
and child in Kentucky has an
(above), 94-year-old mother of year and give one in private inall-weather road over which the president died in Grand- dustry that yielded him twice
they can travel to school, to the view, Mo., July 26. This pic- that 6um.
market and over which their ture was made Nov. 5, 1946,
When Johnson was sworn In
family doctor can reach them by Associated Press Staff last year, it was widely assumed
in case of illness".
Photographer William P. Strae- that the Secretary of Labor
"That doesn't mean it will ter as Mrs. Truman cast a Lewis B. Schwellenbach, would
take any more money, because straight Democratic ballot in step aside "and the Kentuckian
the rural roads are going to get a polling place in Grandview. would m o v e
up. Secretary
their share of highway funds if
(AP Wirephoto)
Schwellenbach, however, h a s
I am elected," he said. "It simcontinued on the job.
ply means that I am going to ly with representatives of the Johnson's duties with the
see that rural roads do not have people in every county so that Reynolds company keep him in
to take crumbs left after other roads built in each county would Washington much of the time.
types of roads are constructed. serve the interest of the people He i6 Democratic national com"It's time Kentucky was pay- of the county.
mitteeman from Kentucky.
"We are facing the possibility
ing more attention to two-thirds
Judy A. Cook (above), a danof the people of this State who of the greatest road building procer, swimmer and screen aclive in rural sections. It will be gram this state fever had, and I
tress, was subpoenaed to apmy purpose to give the first expect to see to it that the peopear at a senate war investi$10,000,000 of highway funds to ple of this state get roads for
gation committee hearing into
rural roads, and' divide what's the road money. I want four
millionaire Howard Hughes'
left among the other type roads years of real road building under
activities, in
A traffic regulations discussion plane-building
in the State".
my administration, and I expect consumed considerable time at Los Angeles, Calif. (AP WireWaterfield said he believed to see that that' is done," he Monday night's Council meeting, photo)
in home rule in rural road con- declared.
attended by Councilmen Denstruction, and would have exham, Gus Jones, Stone, Wadling- Administratrix Notice
perienced engineers work close- Everybody reads The Leader! ton, Maypr W. L. Cash presiding.
All persons indebted to the
Complaints were made of estate of the late J. F. Morgan,
trucks from which fruit and veg- please make settlement by Sepetables are sold heading into tember 1, 1947, and those holdVote For
the curb from the left, and it ing claims against said estate
was recommended that regula- must present 6ame properly
tions be observed requiring the proven by same date.
Lena J. Morgan,
heading be done from the right.
Administratrix
It was also recommended that
no obstructions be placed on
3tc—Aug. lY
sidewalks.
A power mower for use in
Cedar Hill Cemetery was purchased and extension of the con- Expert free inspection of your
for termite damage
crete driveway in the cemetery property
is made available to you withwas recommended. Last week's out obligation by TERMINIX.
yield from parking meters was Termites may be secretly causing extensive damage to your
reported as $113.40.
property. Don't delay . . . Call
for a free TERMINIX inspection.
Notice
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
The Caldwell County Board
Phone 260
Authorized Representative of
of Education will receive sealed
O h i o Valley Termini* Corp.
For
bids on 6000, more or less, bushy*
els of lump coal to be delivered
b
A
to the various schools of the j ( r i m ' Mfriltadfa"Tha l»o»t"

Trucks Violate
Traffic Laws, Claim

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

Rodman W - Keenon
Lieutenant Governor
AUGUST 2 PRIMARY
He is a former Senator.
He is a Veteran.

He has given 5 veterans permanent employment.

Caldwell County School District.
All bids must be in the office
of the Caldwell County Board
of Education by 10:00 am. Aug.
4, 1947.
The Board reserves the right
to reject any and all bids.
Signed: Floyd E. Jones, chairman
Clifton Clift, secretary
2t—July 31

Close-out Sale

TERMINIX

W O R L D S I ARGfcSl IN TERMITE C O N T R O L

It took 20 year,
delkiout blending
and nourishment, t
Corn-Soya i, c o t c h i n g ' J
lf.taa.ty f m p , i n g ,
^
In milk Gat .om. ,odgy *

GOOD BUSINESS: Insure your
new or old car or truck In
"State Automobile Mutual Insurance Company."
K. RCummins, Agt. Office over
Wood Drug Store. Tel. 520-J.
ltc

FURNACE — for sale; coal furnace, Moore's Sunglo — Joiner's.
2tc
ALL SUMMER dresses greatly
reduced. Federated Store, ltc

Try Leader Classified Ads — They get
Louise Gomes (above), 14, sits
in Sacramento,
Calif., jail
(July 24) awaiting an interview by a psychiatrist following her arrest in the sledge
hammer slaying of Mary Lou
Roman, 10. A formal charge
of murder has been filed
against the girl. (AP Wirephoto)

One, 114-A. Farm; 8-room home with electricity and
bath; 10 A . timber — plenty o f water.

$7,000

180-A. Farm;
2 homes and 2 b a r n s ; everlastinj
s p r i n g 4 0 acres in timber; 20 acres in second botton
land; 21/2 miles N.E. of Princeton.

$7,500

$2.79. Federated Store.

ltc MEN'S Trousers from $4.49 to
$7.98. Federated Store.
ltc
FOR SALE: Saw mill and 1940
Dodge truck. Richard McAlis- EASY GASOLINE WASHERS,
ter. P h o n e
3351 Dawson
immediate delivery. Mitchell
Springs.
ltp
Implement Co. Phone 242. tfc

215-Acre farm on paved highway; p l e n t y of wata

and over 20 acres in good timber; 6-room home;2
bams and crib; 2 hen-houses; smokehouse; 4 miles
S.E. of Smithland.

$10,000

JUST RECEIVED—Shipment of NOTICE: For heavy hauling
men's fall suits. Single and
anywhere, anytime, call H. C.
double-breasted. Come in and
Russell. Phone 64.
tfc
see them, and ask about our
lay-away
plan.
Federated FOR SALE:. Two houses, other
improvements and 4 acres of
Store.
He
land. All for $3250.00. Cummins Insurance and Real EsMasonic Meeting
tate, Phone 520-J.
ltc
Clinton Lodge No. 82 will hold
a called meeting 7:30 Friday
ONE-FOURTH off on all men's
evening, August 1st, 1947, to
straw hats, federated Store.
confer the degree of a Master
ltc
Mason. Brothers take notice.
Visiting brothers welcome.
MONUMENTS: John Davis and
E. B. Vinson, Jr., Master
Son. Phone 96.
tfc
G. W. Towery, Secretary
We have Wallrite in Stock. McGough Paint & Wallpaper
Everybody reads The Leader!
Store.
2tc

— Also several farms for Sale.

C . A . Woodall
Insurance
Phone 54

THE COFFEE WITH THE WONDERFUL FLAVOR

lb. 3 3 c ; 3 lbs. f o r S I . 0 3
The Thrifty house wife is canning all kinds of fruits and produce now.
Let your Red Front Store supply your canning requirements. Check our
low price before you buy.
GIFT

46 oz. can

\1H

large No. 2 can

Michigan Red Pitted, Grand Traverse

Brown's Furniture Store
Funeral Directors
Night - 457

SEMI-LUSTRE

Fremh colors; amusing washability make
this finish the housewife's favorite fo»
Vitchen. bath.

A lustrous finish that
resist*
scuffing;
scratching; staining.
Dries quickly. Gloss
or Satin Finish.

Ceaseless research,
now give* this famous paint N E W
coverage; durability,
beauty, economy I

•j 6 5

Iqt.

gal-

Telephone 321

i ''Sherwin-Williams

WAFERS

45<

7 oz. pkg.

HEINZ WHITE PICKLING

VINEGAR
gal. jug

IK
ft

gal. jug

35<

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

HOUSE PAINT

Paints

(»") i r

Marians See

LARGE 360 SIZE

PEACHES 5 lbs. 29tf b u s h e l } / . I J

LEMONS

LARGE HOMEGROWN

JA .

26 LB AVERAGE (guaranteed ripe)

lUf

WATERMELONS

CANTALOUPES

each

WEEKEND

MEAT

ROUND

.

STEAK

lb. O Z f

VEAL LOIN

r r .

Ib.

CHOPS

J j f

dozen

SPECIALS
lb

CHOPS
v e a l

ROAST

whoW or half,

Ib

lb-

(M

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily W S O N Henderson, Ky. 9 A.M.

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

M
%

each

VEAL SHOULDER

Chesterfield Ready to Serve

HAMS

unday Unior
M Christian

27k
$9.33

VANILLA

VINEGAR

MAR-NOT

, a*,

100-lb. bag

.1*

| S-Sgt. Sovern
Mrs. S. J.
bmpleted the
br intelligence j
brps Headquar
(chool, Kyote,
lergeant LarkiJ
fcrving with tlj
peadquarters
343. He er
April, 1946,
•aining at Ft.
*as to take
"ties with tl
•nor to his enli
irkins graudatj
tgh School, ar
Iniversity of

10-lb. bag 9 H

CRYSTAL PEARL DISTILLED

Eldred Hardware Co,

Princeton, Ky.

15 oz. can

46 oz. can

SUGAR

m

8 oz. can

CHUM, SEA NORTH

HANDSOME;
ECONOMICAL!

175

15 oz. pkg

JUICE

b a gn

SALMON

DURABLE
VARNISH!

40

RAISINS

PURE CANE

C. S. NO. 1 FREESTONE

WASHABLE
WALL FINISH!

DEL MONTE, SEEDLESS

m

CHUM, TOMAH

SALMON

No. 2 can

14 02. bottle

SNAX

Brighten up — inside and out —
with sparkling N E W all-purpose
Enameloidt One coat of thii
easy-brushing, high-gloss enamel
gives gleaming new beauty to
woodwork, furniture, toys, autos.
Dries in a few hours... protects
against wear, weather!

-BEANS

TOMATO, STOKELYS

CARAMEL CORN

til

PHILLIPS GREEN JJMA

m

TOMATO, STOKELY

ENAMELOID

No. 2 can

No. 2 can

CHERRIES
CATSUP

TOMATOES

25*

DR PHILLIPS OR OSAGE

Deduction

HILLCREST, RED INDIANA

No. 2 can m

PEAS

BEANS

YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATED!

Princeton, Ky.

gt. Larkins
Intelligence

DRIED LIMA, SEASIDE

The same line in metal while our present stock lasts.
FIRST COME — FIRST SERVED
See us for all your needs in our line, for we guarantee satisfaction
from every standpoint.

and Real Estate

Lcving CUP Ccffee

On all Wood Porch and Lawn Furniture, Such as Swings — complete with Chains — Odd Chairs, Etc.

Phones: Day - 666

W e Have, Listed for Sale

ing, polishing and simonizing PIANOS — HIGH QUALITY —
of cars and trucks. Mitchell
LOW PRICE. FREE delivery.
Implement Co. Phone 242. ltc
Dye Piano Co., 409 S. Main,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
25tp
GIRLS' Cotton school dresses.

O R A N G E JUICE

10% off

results!

Home First?

Apply at Hodge Motor Sales EXPERT watch repairing, sevenand Implement Co., West Main
day service, crystals fitted
St. Phone 87.
ltc
while-U-wait — Winstead Jewlers.
tfc
COMPLETE lubrication, wash-

Aupv&osEm

76

Why Not Buy a

8-ROOM HOUSE for sale on BOYS' Sport Shirts reduced to
98c. Federated Store.
ltc
Eddyville road 1% miles from
business section of Princeton. STYLE SHOF for benefit of
In City school district. City
Caldwell
County
Memorial
water. 1-acre lot. Immediate
Hospital. Sponsored by The
possession. Can be seen any
Booklovers Club in cooperation
time. Price reduced.
Terms
with local merchants, at Butcan be arranged. Joe W. Little,
ler High School auditorium,
Eddyville road. Phone 751-J.
7:45 Friday night, August 115.
2tc
WANTED — A good mechanic.

I

W E WILL ALSO GIVE YOU

..•ifip > ' * * t
KTSommun.TJ

Improved

BOYS' Slack Suits reduced to
98c-$2.49 and $2.98. Federated
Store.
ltc
FOR \SALE:
1, seven-year-old
sorel saddle mare and colt.
Also a nice
bedroom suite
(almost new). Reason for selling, I am going west for my
health. See Elvis (Buck) Guild,
Star Route No. 6.
2tp

H

/olon10

FOR SALE or TRADE: Harley
Davidson '40 model 74 motorcycle and side car box. Also
model A pickup truck. In good
condition. See or call R. RSewall, Maple Ave. Phone
721-J.
ltp

WHILE IT LASTS, W E ARE MAKING A SPECIAL

2 0 %

^

vtfe're getting 6mous, sweetheart

Faces Murder Charge

WHITE NURSES uniforms. Sues
12-44. $2.98. Federated Store.
ltc

Former Governor Will
Return To Reynolds
Metal Co.

Waterfield Pledges To
Oust Professionals, Build
Highways To Serve
The People

I

Thundoy, J„|y ^

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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